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Tare 8eic. for ratted trip on Sunday, hut no
responailoie for stores Noronha* ' by le...tower.'
7!1.
You must have warm covering next the skin, and you
Sennftire skin in woolens of all weights and makes.




Always the lowest living prices at
110PKINSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY. KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1888.
will find
of c o Tfl fo r t and
our warm under-
suit the most
You will learn what solid icom-
With the "boss" stock the town ever saw. Goods are still getting here






The best 26 cents suspender in the world.
86cts. to $8 00
$2 00 to $18 00






Southern Trunk Line through the
fk13ta5li Tonsaw sr, now on malt.. ChB ad Og
&Mires,
Oil IIII, Milad,
IrriVar Owensboro 1:40 p.m, 1:00 cm
Loaves t eutral t ity 4:15 y in. 940 a, to,
Arrives at deasellvIlle 110 to. al. I:11e. m,
Leaves It woollen!' 110.10 a. in.
/1.40 p. in
Amnia at Adatrville  . 111.00 a. in.
/7 SO p in
Leaves Adalrville 5.30 •.
12.00 a. in
Arrives at Russellville 16 22 p
it 00 p.
Leave* Russellville 7.06 •. in. a 85 a. in
...eaves Central City 0 06 a. in I 50 p in
arrives at Owensboro 10.46 a. in. 4 4/ p.
J. T. HARAHAN, Gen. afan'gr, Louisville.
Eli. MANN Supt.
Owensboro. Ky
v•irirVILLI Vairwit.ros: D•rt r•F 
T'he Light Draught Swear*
Will leave Evansville f Cannelton lady
except Sunday. at I o'eloek, a al„ making curt
noanections with the O.. R. N. S.. K.
7*.eturning. lea, tie Cannelton daily at 0:8'.
in.. eands‘ excepted. and Owensboro at . at
Big Bargains in Boots and Shoes erwn.. ,,,,„„„,n  .  Oa .Mar aa. in. 'kart
Our "Job Counter" up stairs is the biggest thing o the E eaE on. You
can't afford to miss it. Latest novelties in Hats and7furnqiiling goods
Strike now and we will make you glad.
11.1tana1e
HOPKINS% I LLK, KY.
Stands without a rival. Manufactured and sold in this country for upward of 30 years.
SPECIAL NOTICE:-I cordially invite the citizens, city and
to call at the furniture store of Messrs Thompson & McReynolds
pianos on exhibition there. Come and look at them whether you
Respectfully,
county, especially the ladies
and examine the handsome
want to purchase or not
WILL S. HAYS, Agent
A scaly,Itelsing. skin Insoneei with
Endless Sullfering Cured by
Cunene*. Meuredles.
II 1 :wial kauwu of the Leticura K, medics
twenty cis. t years ago it Count Lave s.,,e4I mu
(tao i floored than... lied an 111.11..110e
a Quin of w(eriag. My 01.0550 (1. 4.1...1n)
eon. ilue. veil on in) belie • .pot not larger
than • cent It sorer raniOly all over my
body ,atio gut usiler my nails 'lee scales would
drop off of me all tin. time, and niy buttering
was a nolleea witnout ohm Itiousau,1
lars would noll toupt esti to have his disease
over again. I an, a poor man. but feel rich to
be relieved of what slime of the doctors said
was leprosy. some ring- worm, psoriasis, etc. I
Lassa . sad . wirsaparalii over one year
and a lielf, but no cure. I went to two or three
doctor. and nu cure I Cannot plat e lb.. (ut--
curs Remedies too omen. i hey have made
tuy skin as clear and It,. from locales as a be
by's, All! used of trader was poet+ box. • of
Canaan. a, &tut three buttleetof Cuticurs !Wooly
cot, and two caseauf Culleura :soap. If you
Into been here and said you would nave cured
me fur 11a0.00 you wo.uol have ii.'! the money.
I look*, like the picture In your boos of Pro
flans (picture nilinbtr tart.. "II .w IA Cure skin
Direami"), but now I am as clear ar any person
ever was. Through foice of liribi‘ 1 rub my
bands over my arm. aud legs to screw li once in
a while, but to no purpose. I scratched twenty.
eight years and it got to IA a Laid of second
nature to me. I thank you a thouaanol tonsil
Any thing more that you want to know write
me, or any one who reads this may wine di use
&not I will answer it. MIN N IS DOWNING.
rill', Vv., Jan. Sit.,, Pe47.
Psoriasis, P elms, letter, Ringworm, Lichen,
Pruritus, Scail Head, Mita Arutit, oandruff,
Itarhers',Itakers' Drucers' and asherwoman'a
kelt, and every mice's!. of It •Inlig, Burning.
eerily. Pimply Humors of ire Skin soil !scalp
anal Ill r all Low of air, are positively
cu. e 1 by Luticiirs, the at Salo I or.., and
(utic ins Soup, an eaqulade !SAM Beautifier
externally, •nd Cutioara Itenoi•ent, the new
Mood Portlier inttarlialix. ciba pliyatclins and
ail other rein e dor Wil.
-
hold errtywner• )'tlee. Ct.tloair.t, 10c; 1401111
21e; Reoulvent,111. Prepwed by *he ruTTax
BlIttiO AND t BEIIIC•L CO., Boston, Mass
amp- Sen d for -How to Cure Skin Neese," 6
p .ges, 50 illustrations, and 100 teetinoonials
sgl'LES, thick heada, chapped snot oily
I .4ILL akin preventel by Cuticura Medicated
Soap
Free! Free From Pain!
In one =tante the Cin11.
cora Anti-Pans Plaster
relieves Rheumatic, Sciatic, !Bid-
den, Sharp, and Nervous Pains,
Strains and Weakness. fhe first an I only pain
killing Plagter. rte.
O& CT • ILI. PIIIIRt:WDENe
F overt TWO MILLIONS DISTRIBUTED.
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP'?
Insorpleattil by the teetirlatura in lam, for
kilatie0ines1 484 I heritable purpose., sad lie
freeeniet. mime II ',Prior till, preeitet etaletem•
nill enure is late, Lay art everelialmitig impose
vote
Ha Wend Istraorlinsry brewinsa take
Pike.) Penn Annually, (June seit December/
•hd ii. (wand Mingle Nineties Drawings take
place in each of the oilier ten month@ of the
year, and are an drawn in public, at the Acad-
emy of Music, New Orleans. La.
We .10 hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly and Semi-
annual Drawings of the ileum/ma Stitt. Lot-
tery Company, ant in peraon manage and eon-
WA the Drawings themeel ves, and that the aitMe
are oonducted with honesty, fairness, an•I in
good faith toward all parties, and we authorise
the Company to ume this certificate, with fac-
similes of our signatures attached. in its adver-
tisements."
Wy the un.lersirtie,l Boinks amid Bankers will
pay all ?rises drawn in the Louisiana State
Lotterios which may be presented at our coun-
ters
R. 1,1.1iTAL11111.E11,
Pres. Louisiana National Bank.
P. LAN At
Pres. State National Bank.
A. BALDWIN.
Pres. New Orleans National Hank.
CAINIL KOHN,
Pres. Linen 111114leiint flank
In the Aeadieny of Muck, New Orleans,
Tirete0y, Nov. 13, 1b88.
100,000 Tickets at 1140; Halves 11207
Quarter. 1110; Eight. $S; Twen-
tieth. $g; kortleilt•
1.1112, Or 19011211.
I' RIZ E OF $603.0011 ..... 000.000
" of 200.000 Is ...... 00,00
.• of 100.000 Is  IMMO
of 50.0001a So 000
PRIZES or 0.000 are 60000
of Kee ere 611,000
" of 5,000 art 61,00.
2." of 1,000 are 60,00
of Hai are mo,000
of 400 ere it o,00
00 " of IOU are 100,00o
APPItoXIIIATIOM PRILKa.
100 Prises of 11.000 are. 0100.000
100 Prises of ore are. . «Loon
IOU Prises uf 4130 are 4.1,000
TII KIK ',Clara TtallIMALS.
00 Prises of polo an,   1114100
to Prise' or 400 are .
TWO 61•1111111,011111111441.1.
00 Prise* of 1200 are ......... $10.000
100 Prizes of 300 are . 140,100
--
3,14$ Prise& amounting to 112,11s,9410
For Anti Kates. or any further information
desired. write legib'y In t, e undersigned,
clearly Mani g )idir r. sideoce, with r tate,
county. 'street and Number. More rapid re-
fer., mad delivery will be aLitire41 loV your en-
closing en „cpvelooe be•rieg yonr full suldrew.
Serie 1'0411 Notes. Express Moucy Order.. or
New Yore C xvhange in ordigary letter C tar-
rency by express ;at ourelpenbei addressed
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D.0
Aoldrew Registered Letters to
NEW ORLKANM NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleans. La.
R E 31 E 31 B E 11 T61:na
.t.rthi: tretzeurence3 of
tel Early, who' are 111 thlifge Of the draw fuga,
g vermin* of •Iseoluto fairness end integrity,
that the -hence,' sloe all equal. anol that no one
ono isowoo.l, Li. ion abet numbers will &War a
Pra'SiP1 W vt HEM. Also, that the pas-mow of
rrues is (it K A RI TEED IS Y FOE 25 181
ir Bolt Al, KA eillArt of Sew °Hearn,. and the
Tickets art inroad by Wm ?redolent of an I n•
solution. whose chartered rights are recogniz-
sall in the highest l'ourts: therefor,. beware of
all imitations or aeon) moue schemes.
the moat Tremble and realms
rt, r 6:•,1,,jrorn
awn* or inaatre fOlidaLCO4 Lif t
KIDNEYS, LIVER,
STOMACH a BOWELS,
ORA Pr..??ErTL e I PE all ewes,
e TI! 1:1:.ST
mt.fgas.
Mantifouitert•I tor77.- tos. lbs
CALIFORUIA CIO LI r.O2 CO.
Or
ruattsmo. mt. tentiovottc,
ate YOU. N. Y.
ror Pale by all dm/trios.
ra 1 at Won will open A POUST 27, 1669, with
ii II Nevi ty 1-1aerial rate* to pupils desiring
f miter be (least,. in E 10,;111.1011; .41141e. A r t
e modern languages. Call at college or Li.
d ear
A Probability that His Republican*
11 ill Have a Majority ill Congress.
Very little of Imprirlanco 14 How be-
ing eent mit h: the Aaawiatril Preao Pu
regard tit the election. Tile nstional
Di-moeratie conimitte • edmits defeat,
but wedgies no calico. The congressional
situation Is not a very pleaeing one, the
Democratic majority in the house being
cut 00 ern, it not entirely wiped out.
The Republic trui 'owe made some nota-
ble gable, three being in Democratic St.
Louis and probebly three in Michigan
The Demecrets have also nettle gains,
but Caere are eiveige doubtful districts
yet unheard from to turn the majority
either way.
The New York Herald, Sun and World
agree that the majority I. very uncertain
either wily. Tile Herald tigures out a
majority of two for the Democrats (163
to 161) on very incomplete returns. The
Star says that reports from 313 out of
325 congresolonal districts give 165 Dem-
cerate and 14$ Republicans, leaving
twelve districts it, doubt, with good
chancre of continued Democratic control
of the bou•e of reprepentatives.
The Times figures a Democratic nia-
jority thre,, *lido I I.e Ptillaile'phia
thrice, In I., I xectly revereea these esti-
metre, giving three to the Itepubttnen
party.
It is cherged In New York that the
admitiietratiorea 'evil service policy
mused the defeat of the national ticket.
IlarrIaon carried the fotlowing states,
the electoral votes of which amount to
233: California, Coloralo, Illinois, Indi-
ana, !owe, Kansas, M tine, ellasaaeliu-
'Letts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska,
Nevada, New Ilerureeire, New York,





complete re turn!, it estimated that
ilarrieon'e majority in this state will be
nearly 4,000. Elie Democrats have
geltiel two coneresemen.
TWIT vfnufele.
1V ifeetesni, Nov. 0.-The Reptiblieshe
have made ininaiderable gain. ill (liii
slaw, and ooto ablei vomit iney glee it
It) the ltepublicenr,
DELA WA MC
Wrimixiiitim, Nov. 0 -Cli velemi ear-
ried this state by it plurelity of 3,414,
but the Republicans have the legislature
on joint ballot.
MICHIOAN.
Dirreotr, Nov. 9 -Harrison's plural-
ity hi ties gate will re •cli 22,000. The
Republicana gain two congreeetneti
CALIFORNIA.
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 9,-Tie legis-
lature is Democratic on joint ballot, but
flarriaon has the state by at least 5,000.
ILLINOIS.
Cerceno, Nov. 9 -The Republicans
elect their governor by a plurality rad-
mate.' at 12,000. Harrison has • plu-
rality of about 21,000.
MISSOURI.
ST. I 01:I4, Nov. 9.-Cleveland's plu-
rality is about 25,000, but Franels, Dem-
ocratic candidate for governor, ham only
9,000. The Reptitilicane gein two tem-
gresemen.
COLORADO.
DearYze, Nov. 9 -The state is Repub-
lican by 10,000.
BREVITIES.
Small R•publican gains are reported
Ill Oregon; the state gave !bullion a
majority of 8,0(X).
Mills"Pexts district returnee him
with his ole-tirne majority.
Harrison's plurality in Iowa is 34,000
Florida has gone Democratic by 3,000.
The Republican* Carry the Cutely
by 1,234 Plurality.
Toe returee Are all in, not one got
away, for which the NEW ERA lit very
sorry. The bed weather ceeme to have
knocktd ''Lit the Deuvieretie fercee,
Willie the R •pubilcana were mit very
largely, The Protileition anti lab it. tote
in the county was larger then expected,
the latter betiding, 117 vote* being east


























031 Grove pre •Inct the vo-ot 34100.1 as follows:
Cleveland, to; tl UITE-1011, Il ; Ellie. S.; Jolly
12
Fl 0 it the mteive it will be aerri Oat
ilitrriateles neel irity la 1 234 eel Joey'.
ton little lee., tieing 1,176 'rile Repute
li aria vole.' seileity, while outside 6.
-nee .1.41e. ci the Demoeratie vote.
'me ought to serve as a lessen to the
Democratic party in this tomity.
Eczema, Itchy, Neely, !kiln Tortures.
The Pimple appliestion 'If eety ne'.•
Ointment,' without ally Internal medi-
cine, will cure any eerie of 'Fetter, Salt
Rheurn, Ringworm, Pike, Itch, S eve,
l'imp'ee, Eczema, all Sealy, £0-by Skin
Erupilene, to matter how ebstieute Of
title etainling. It Ia. otanot, tr,uve,
anal costs but a tr.&
e. 
'From e rdisig Country.
By ar w I1 eriderson Sheriff
sTuyrri.i.n
John II iekneur and Mire Ethel ilopk
daughter of the deputy eheriff, were
thrown from a beggy and teeny injoreil
'1'lle emeriti ball of the Henderson tire
liveliest will b. giveii I i that city
TeankAgivieg eve.
"Kent ecky Bleck" 0 the wirue of a
new bite•k of baihlallimga m.ami te tue
erected loi tic Wan hielilluan
with the 1110fit•y VOlI On the election
from the Keetut ke boy..
The Bow bug Greco ifiinea meges upon
its readers the neceesity of iullowing
the exemple of Christian county and
voting to secure new rellro id facilities.
Mrs. Langtry appears in Frankfort
to-eight PP Leen Deepard in "As in a
Looking Glass." An atternpt is being
nettle to get tier to go to Bewling Green.
Vi'm. Wetal, living near Owensboro,
the termer who outraged his stepdaugh-
ter, Zette Posey, a tew ,lays ago, shot
himself through the brain Tuesday
morel :if( at 9 o'elock in an alley back oh
Courtney's drug mtor., on Frederica
street, Oweesboro. His trial was to
have come off I.. a few hours.
TERRIBLE.
Two. thirds of all (teethe in New York
City are from coneemptIon or pneu-
monia I he same proportion holds for
mote, other dare. Deleys are danger-
ous. Dr. Acker'e English Renitely for
Consumption will always relieve, and
may save your life. For sale by II. B.
Garner.
A HARD AND BITTER FIGHT
BUT PROGRESS WINS.
The L. & N. Given Her First
Drubbing.
THE RAILROAD SUBSIDIES VOTED
BY 399 MAJORITY.
Wild and Woolly Scenes Erected en
Election Day.
The people of this county never be-
fore witnessed ouch scenes as were en-
acted Saturday in this city. Feeling
over the railroad question had been
growing In intensity all week, and by
Friday eight the pent-up enthusiasm
would burst out on the alighteat provo-
cation. Early Saturday, by 6:30
o'cloek, the streets were well lined with




the ceDiteliat cliii tio« nohow, worked
Md. hay nide, end atruek telling blows
for pregrere. At no time during the
day wee there lead than 2,000 people on
Main street between the two voting
precincts. The friends of the proposi-
tions atarted the hall rolling at 6 o,clock,
and by 8, over 700 votes had been polled
In their favor, while the opposition had
only polled 8. The seine ratio was tem-
tinued throughout the day. it was
hard to find a man who woult, acknow'-
edKe that he was opposed to the roads,
and when he Was found, was immedi-
ately surrounded by advocate., who
would fire such a string of arguments
at hini that in eine out of tell eased lie
wuulu come miler arid vote with the
boye.
The sentitneet was so unanimous that
no trouble occurred during the day to
disturb anyone. Hundreds of men and
5ose paraded the streets all day, blow-
ing tin horns anti rattling bells. A
traction emigille belmiging to the Met-
calf Manufacturing Co , was fired up
and three or four wagons loaded with •
jot y crowd hitched on to it and sent
epeeding over town, through all the
main streets anti even out to the suburbs.
A: oiler feature wee a band of tnusi-
china, all en in r•iqms, with tin horns for
imam:pent& and railroad ballot for
01115k', which beine led by a drum 11.14-
jar paraded tip and down the etreets and
made the air hideous with sounds
Another crowi of some 600 or more
with banners aloft went La the luo'clo
trait), an I made life miserable for the
moist:tigers there until it pulled out
Every body was III good spirits, 
conesquentiy 110 qutrrele arose. Th  vote
polled was the largeet in the history of
the city, yet a glance at the assemsor'a
books ehowe a reserve of over 100 not
called out Those best posted before
the eitelion placed the oajority Ili the
two preeineta at about 1,00J, believing
that not over 1,400 vote would be cast
eut when the polls were closed at night,
a tnej irity of 1P435 Was reratelfeol lof US,
the total vote being 1913. The oppoel-
tem eoul I do nothing, sentiment was
too strong, anti its etreligth lay in Its
tit.terminetion.
The vote in the couutry districts de
peeled on their loeality. Along the
lines of tile proposed roads, the pro-
position* received a good vote, but at
Crof on, letinbrek-., Gerrettaburg, Oak
Grove and oire or two o her precineta
they hammered our mei irity in a way
tiutt nitle us very tired. The vote in
each one of the precincts was abnor-
mally large, showing a greater increase
recording to opuiation than the city
vote. The opposition sentiment there
was' qually a. stm ong as the propoeit Ione
here, and tome rather amusing incidents
are told as occurring.
Following is the 4 4 LI I LI tee by th
county eflieers of the vote cast last Sat-
iielmy for and against the rallrond sub-
allies :
It
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KI-aefliayy oats. Wi 1. 
Lafayette No.
(*mon ochool-honse Ille 1
Union 9choolshouse Pte.!.




tonnes. .  
Oak Greve 
From the above it will be seen that
the majority is a little lower than stated
by tile NKW Eke In Its heist issue. It is
enqugh, however, to settle the question
anti the bonds will be levied when the
terms of the contract are complied
with.
Tee majorit given the Ohio Valley
(the alxive Is the vote of the C. et T.)
is some larger, being 399
In regard to the result we have a few
words to say.
The New ERA now and ever has been
earnest in its support of such meatiures
as it conceived to be for the greatest
good to the greaten number of our peo-
ple. Our conception of what is best
calculated to advance the true interest
of the county, the city and the people
thereof may have been at times errone-
••us but we have ever been sincere in
their advocacy. •
The New ERA advocated the railroad
tax I:Meuse it thought that every dollar
exceeded by the county in this way
would come back to the whole people In
a thousand different, beneficial ways,
and It believes so yet. Many of our
people and many of the New Eaa'e best
bleeds believed otherwise aiiii acting
upon this belief fought the two prepe
tritium§ With zeal. As a iiatural conse-
quence some bitterness has been engen-
dered and there will be some heart
burnings over the result. This is always
the case in a heated election involving
property int. rests.
Each side ball done its best and the
result is a decided tectory for the prop-
ositions. The roads will be built and
will add millions of dollars to the taxa-
ble property of the county.
Much has been said by those who op-
posed the taxes upon the question of non-
taxpayers votiug a tax upon the proper-
ty of those who pay taxes. We do not
propose here, at this place and Hine,
to discuss this question. The constitu-
tion gives every voter a voice in mat-
ters of this kind and declares that a ma-
jority of the vote cast shall be decisive.
Both property taxpayers and those pay-
ing 110 tax upon property voted In this
election and some Of each class voted
for aria against the propositions. Had
the propoeitions been defeated those
advocating it would have qeletly Icqut.
esced Iii result. It was carried rad
thtee opposing it can do no lease
With due deffereece to the opinions'of
those opposing the levy of the tax, we
believe that Christiau county has taken
a step she will never regret; a step
which will open to the markets of the
world her bounteous harvests of grain,
and her unrivale I mineral resources; a
step which will attract capital and bring
factories; which will give us low freight
rates upon raw material in and the fin-
ished product out, and which will in
ten years' time increase the accessed
value of property in Chrlattan county
from eight to eighteen millions of
dollars.
The question Is settled now and
settled for ail time. There way be a
dark side to It but we cannot i.e It. To
us it is the harbinger of a brighter day
and luminotie with the prowl*. of prier
pertly to tome. Let bickering, owe
and illisensimis If any hive arisen oome
to all end. There is a grand and glori-
ous future fur Chriatiaii county and as
one metal people let Us stand together
and with elbows touching step time
to the march of progress pulsing
from a thousand factory engities and lo-
cornotivea,enter upon a new era of pros-
perity the like of which never blessed
our p.Ople before.
Matters of Interest Concerning the
Late !littlest! Contest.
Cleveland's romj irity Ill Georgia was
60,003
They now say that Grover predicted
his own defeat a week before the election.
Congressman Stone received 1,111
plurality over les opponent in Grays*
county.
Official returns from Pennsylvania
phew a piurality for Harrison of 79,779,
a loos of 2,000.
Gen. Ilovey's plurality in Indiana Is
°ley 2,191. Returns on the presidential
ticket are not all in.
The efficial count of all the votes in
West Virginia has riot yet been made.
The Republicans claim the state.
Gen. Harrison's mail has increased to
such proportions that it now takes an
express worm to convey it from the
poatofilee to his home.
Mr. Alex Roger', a government store-
keeper and a well known Democrat of
Loulaville, has become violently insane
from brooding over the election.
The first Democrat to send in his res-
ignation is the postmaster of Hatbor-
ough, Pa. He carried his resignation to
Washington Teasel's), and remarked that
he wanted to be the first re•n out.
At Heerietta, Texei, the Republicans
while celebrating Ilarrieon's election
placed dynamite uteler the corner of
the court-house anil attempted to de-
stroy the Witting. Only one corner
was blown away.
Boss Qtray,Billy Mahone and Cockeyed
Ben Butler are relietnieg to take the
Old Dominion from the Detnocrecy and
turn it over to the Republicans. The
Democratic plurality is small and Ma-
hone wants the mate to interlere and
allow him to catiVatte the returns instead
of the state 'enclitic
An examination of the ballot in
Boone, Kemptou and Pendietou coun-
ties in the Sixth Kentucky district
show. that 7,502 perforated ticket.' were
cast for Elute John G. Carlisle. His
insj >rite, in the entire district was 6.062,
so that If no further search is made
there are enough ballots to defeat him if
It shall be neelared upon contest that
these perforatel ballots are vol I, which
is not at all probable.
A curious complication IMP arisen in
regard to the vote of one dietriet in
Prinee George oeunty, elel After the
votem Intol been comity mie ut .11 j tolges,
through Ignorance, ho. k uI tee tally
-11.-.t lip with the b Mote. A. the law
forbids the opening of the holes, the
vote cannet be given. No j I free will
order it opeeed, ao the only way to de-
termine the reetilt is for the judges to
meet anti shi.ke up the ballots until the
telly *beet falls on top, when the fig-
ures yen be tended through the glow
top. So much for red tape.
Keritut ky eemlitnimie Democratic and
two Republican congressmen to Wash-
ington this time. The Democrats are,
W. J. Stone from C e First, W f. Ellis
from the Second, I. 11. G• t. 'eight from
the Third, A. B. Montgomery from the
Fourth, A. G. Caruth from the leileb,
Jim G. Carlisle from the Sixth, W. C.
P Breekiiiridge from the Seventh, Jae.
B McCreary from the Eighth, stud T.
II Pay liter from the Neale Republi-
cans; Wilton from the Tenth, arid
Fraek Finley from the Eleventh.
A uovel wag.•r on the reoult of the
preaidelitiel election made at South
Chicago a few weeks ago was tiled
Tuesday. A few !lumber of guests of •
hotel were about tqually divided on the
polititival towline In tonversetion
one day the seheect of a meal of crow
and the relinit was that a
wager Was mule that if ilerrison WrB
elected the Democratic boarders should
eat a mess o( crow, and that in case of
Cleveland's success the. Republicans
were to dine on the succulent blackbird
One dozen crows and a dozen jacksnipe
were purchased, and at dinner Tuesday
tile Republicans and Democrats faced
each other across tile table. At the ap-
poieted time the waiters brought in the
crows, which had been roasted and in
all respect& nicely prepared. Amid a
continued roar of laughter on the part
of the Republicans and their friends
who had gathered to see the fun the
victims ate with good grace their meal.
In the meantime the other side of the
table feasted on jecksnipe.
A SAD STORY.
The child coughed. The mother ran.
No remedy was near. Before morning
the poor little sufferer was dead. Moral:
Always keep Dr. Acker'. English Rem-
edy at hand. Sold by H. B. Garner.
Happenings ef Genera* Interest tithe
New Era's Readers.
Heavy frost at Decatur has checked
She advance of yellow fever in that city.
A dispatch from. Quebec states that
two and a half feet of snow Las fallen
on the lower St. Lawrenoe.
J. R. Banks, the murderer of John J.
Littleton, of Nashville, has been re-
leased on bond of $20,000.
Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, of England,
has arrived and will be married this
week to Miss Enclicot, daughter of the
Secretary of War.
Gen. Warren, ale of the London
police, has resigned because of the in-
ability of the force to find the White-
chapel murderer. It is time be was doing
."1:1MeisettilEngat.le Huffman, of Nic rolasville,
was shot and instantly killed during a
Republican celebration in that town
Monday evening. It is riot known who
fired the shot.
In Marion county, Ala , three Mor-
mon tnissionarie, who had been at work
there some time were tarred and feath-
ered Tueteday , anal told to get out of t.ie
county in tWenly-four hours. They
4 .
At Weans; ., Chas. Dualism a
drunken wretch, murdered Banker
Peter House and his aged wife and then
committed suicide when the deed was




Ax worthy, the defaulting
city treasurer of Cleveland, 0„ who left
town with about $400.000 of that city's
cash, has written to the mayor from
Canada, saying that he was the victim
of a conspiracy, that he loaned the mon-
ey on call and could not collect it.
The great mine horror at Pittsburg,
Kart , has resulted in a fearful tragedy.
Marie. the wife of Louis Berthune, was
driven crazy at the sight of the man-
gled remains of her husbaninarid going
home, sett fire to bar 
cabin 
and
Med In the Aimee with her four yours
children.
Thom has boon up to Tilooday even-
ing thirty-nine dead bodies and shout
twenty wounded or Hared reoovered
from the uoal mine at Pittsburg, Ku.
Of the latter, not to exceed five will
die and probably not that many. Ex-
perts and volunteers are still thoroughly
searching the entries and rooms of the
underground workings for any bodies
which way possibly be left there, but it
s thought they are all now discovered.
A shocking tragede occurred near
Munifordsville, Ky., Tuesday. A par-
ty of young ladies and gentlemen went
nutting, among whom were Henry
Rome and Sallie Logsdon. These two
had been sweethearts for a long time
and on this occasion heasked her to mime
the day of their wedding. She replied
that she would do so when he took his
last drink of whisky. Rome replied
that Ire had taken that and would prove
It on the spot. Stepping back he drew
a revolver and shot himself through the
temple. MISS Logsdon fell into a swoon
and when .tie recovered was a raving
maniac.
The New Magdalen.





 nt11 en ;more."
We 
m
Smile greeted smile upon the street.
Hia form and face, it seemed to me,
To be my fault my fate to meet
He spoke, sod held my hand in
I ltvadedpreseecthim. I beit;liewirhedpbuml notruuied,not tel/
I listened, and 1-fell.
He spurns me now, and I have lost
All that was dear to me in life.
They call we "woman of the Iowa"-
H , shunsW it' shouldmenhabrt 
es me; those 
Isefie. 
knew
Before I drank the cup of grist
A new me now, but stalls upon
The mound mid the thief.
Ile lives, aed moves in circles where
They seem 'with pride to call Ins name;
But all the wealth the world conimanota
Can never free his soul from shame.
He said he loved me, and it was
The happiest moment of my life;
But now I'm scorned, because I'm callvd
Ills woman-not his Wife.
He wronged ine, and this little child
I fold so lovingly to my breast,
May never live to know the shame,
lie 'sows his, tiod knows the reet.
Though he ',rioted Iire a hundred years,
And ream about, 1 do net care.
tin land or sea, 'wake or asleep.
Celli follows every where
0, woman, woman: Why thus lisle
One of 
TInt (oath of 
rnaresercxy to riv!Wfulinyn:. implore
Did Ile not say, "Go. sin eti more"
wounn's hate to womankind
That makes our lives a wretched span:
&once. w);(iiyufworgillhee:aremanwi,oman so,
I dare not go into your church,
And kneel wok you In solemn prayer,
And ask God's pardon for my sin,
For you would scorn mc out of there.
But if the thief of virtue sat
Beside his dater. I've no doubt
He would be first to leave Ids pew
To come and lead me out
"Tis hernan nature eft to err.
And sweet forgivenea, is divine:
• 2 IIBut where's the Chriatian woman who
Would speak to kroubleol hearts like mine?
Who comes to talk of Christian love
To one whose heart a-A soul's cleated/
Not nor among yoio God forgive
A mother and ben child.
Ye ange's. boll% pure •ini r 4341.
Go to onr .)‘ t locos--
Awl telt Him not to s.orn me. too.
Thouab women bate me. He forgiver.
Teach, (1, leach 111e. 4, twelve!
And let Hut apwit w.th them dwell.
That they may show lost souls the way
Toil awns-sot to heti.
What They Play of It. •
A New Eaa reporter while drifting
over the city Seturday in search of a
sensation decided Iii the lament.* of the
latter to interview the lea ling Demo-
crats upon the late election and its re-
sult. The various opinions are inserted
below with the net-emery eliminations
and revisions. If they were given ver-
batim probably it would be a little more
spicy. The drat mail Keen by the re-
porter was Penny 'furrier. He was
amending on a etreet corner talking tam
old one-gallus farmer and gestieulating
like a wild Frenchman.
"Mr. Turner," said the
"have you given up?"
"Given up! Note a bit oh it. These
railroad propositiorie are certain to car-
ry. Jtist :eke, for ;meant*, the rate Oh
wheat-"
"I am not speaking of railroads, I--
"l'elephone? Oh; eee we are going
to run a iiiie-" „
It as. evi•lent that Penny's head NW
tiot rtrunttig oil politics Ida DO the re-
porter It-ft hitu to continue his argumere
with the one-gailut farmer.
Alex. Bush-I think we are beat.
That's all.
J. B. Galbreatii--Grover's name is
Dennis. It's tough, but. 1 am going to
sell confectioneries right here.
WIII Cooper-For president in 18:12
David B. Hill.
Chas. 'Thompson-Wait for the offi-
cial oount. I have not given up-.
Dr. J. M. Dennis-I don't know what
to say.
C. H. Bush-Complications in New
York did IL It is no rebuke to Mr.
Cleveland's policy. Harrison is a very
good man.
Col. D. L. Johnson-The people will
have cause to repent the choice.
Dr. Garntr-I am sorry, but it will
make no change in my hosinees.
Henry Frankel-I all: somewhat sur-
prised, but if we could live under Hayes'
administration I see no reason why we
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has long been known ,as a bitter enemy
of the South. Its present conciliatory
attitude is a new departure, or rather an
old one well masked, in the line of at-
tack. It will deceive but few, for Os
design iv to capture a southern state or
two and disrupt the remainder.,The south
would not be "solid," but for the atti-
tude of not tier i Republicans who con-
t'lluelly raise the cry of Confederacy,
whenever a southerner le given any itu-
poruset isolation at Washington. Rightly
speaking there is no solid suede and the
Commercial's references to It now, as of
old, are intended to Impress upon the
minds of our northern brothers that there
I. danger, even now, of another re-
bellion, it an opportunity Is presented.
The only way to break up the -solid
south" is to give it equal rights as re-
gard* confidence.
OUR DAILY.
The outlook is very encouraging for
our daily. The gentlemen who so
kindly took the matter in hand are
doing good work, arid we feel safe in
saying that in a short space of time the
Daily New ERA, Will make itg appear-
ance. It is our intention to get a bran
new outfit for it, and every effort will
be made to get out the cleanest and best
deily in the state outside of Louisville.
It is to be hoped that the citizens ot our
town and county will favor us in this
effort as they have in all previous ones.
We feel assured that our county and
city là .ow entering upon an era of
prosperity, that business in every line
will be better. that there is room for one
good daily in Hopkineville, and in view
of these facts the New ERA Company
expects to issue one at an early day.
Last Saturday will be long remem-
bered by the people of Christian county.
On that day the prple by their votes
achieved a grand success over a power-
ful and well organized opposition bezel-
eel by the L. & N. railroad company.
It was not a contest, fairly stated, be-
tween the people of some sections and
Lime people of other sections of the cows-
tv. It was a tight to the knife and the
knife to the hilt, between the people and
the rights and interests of all the people
and of every section of the county and
the L. & N. railroad company. And
though, for the time, citizens in some
parts of the county seemed to believe that
;he poLicy of the L. & S. to cut offal!
railroad competition in the county, was
the true interest of the county, when
the smoke of the battle clears away, and
they have had time to think calmly over
the matter, they will be glad that there
was a majority in the county who dif-
fered with them. Now that the aid to
theme railroads has been voted, let usell,
with a Will, do our utmost to have both
railroads begun at once and pushed for-
word to an early completion.
A Cold Storage company has been or-
ganised in Louisville and will begin op-
erations at an early day. As has been
demonstrated by chemicals they can re-
duce the temperature of a room to 60 de-
grees below zero. Next summer when
you visit Louisville be careful to turn
off the cold in your room as well as the
gas, or next morning the Courier-Jour-
nal will chronicle the fast that Mr. Hay-
seed last night neglected to turn off the
cold and was found this morning a fro-
zen corpse.
As prophesied at the time of of the
scoop of the American by Col. Cooper.
that paper and the Daily Democrat have
consolidated, the latter giving up the
ghost. The American now has the
monopoly as of old, but it will not be
long. Col. Colyar will bob up serenely
in leas than twelve months with "the
only Democratic paper" in the city.
Hunter says he will contest Good-
night's election In the Third. Reclaims
there was ballot-box stuffing in two of
the counties, and says he will rely on a
Itepublioan majority in the house to seat
him. Some people are so hoggish that
it would take the earth and a few extra
planets to satisfy them.
Boys, come up and shake hands. Ws
got there, and we're glad of it.
You made a good stiff tight, and bad
you succeeded in snowing us under,
there would have been no ill-feeling on
our side of the house; we would have
gotten up, brushed off the dust, and
made at you again.
Tariff reform is not dead, it is not
even asleep, as the monopolists will find
out to their sorrow. The Democracy
proposes to live and die on that issue
and by the grace of God it will live to
see the day when protection, monopoly
and Republicanism are dead, damned
and forgotten.
The New Ells has only one thing to
grieve over, and that is the civil service
policy of this administration. If Presi-
dent Cleveland had only kicked out ev-
ery Republican officeholder in the coun-
ty, things would now be different. To
the victors belong the spoils.
Wasn't there an election for president
recently? In the great rush and hub-
bub of the peat week, this has been over-
looked. Will some one please inform
us whether Fisk or Helve Lockwood was
elected.
The way those fellows at Crofton and
In parts of south Christian piled the
votes up against the propositions, was
calculated to Knock a short-sighted en-
thusiast cold, Saturday.
The L. & N. road has been into many
fights, and heretofore has always been
invincible, but it got a black eye in
Christian county Saturday that will
stay with it some time.
Louisville says if the country chooses
to go to the devil, she may go, but as
for her, every °Mee holder in that town
must be Democratic to the core. That's
the doctrine.
The New ERA hilLS been feasting
on crow for two or three days. Invita-
tions to Thanksgiving turkeys thank-
fully received.
"I propose now to show you some
rapid ralleoad construction," says Pres-
ident Kelsey of the 0. V. in a telegram
to this city.
West Vir nis voted on a prohibition
amend t to her constitution last
Tuesday and defeated it by 40,000 ma-
t *UT-
"Wonder how our prollibi di,
/ who helped to elect • man free
-whisky plank, feel Over th
At /resent It looks like the Itepubll-
cans will have a small Majority, proba-
bly geese votes, in congress.
This next -Democratic president who
mention/ dell service will at once be
carried out and spanked.
They do say that they are still voting
against the ralbsead propositions down
at Crofton.
A tale comes from Evansville to time
elect that a vessel which sank some
tittle ago in the river there rose myste-
riously to the surface later. An inves-
tigation revealed the fact that it had
oeen uplifted by the gases generated
from the bodies of thirty dead cattle
confined on the lower deck. This in-
formation is given gratis to the Repub-
lican party as well as the intimation
that it would be advisable to get a
herd of these gas-distilling cattle and
keep them in the navy yard for use on
the vessels they expect to construct thir-
leg the next four years.
What or who defeated Cleveland ?
'Diet question has been answered
many timed and in many ways. One
Luau will tell you that his December
message did the work; another thet ills
civil service ideas caused it; another
that Hewitt or 11111 or both tittle) eel
him; another Mehra by all that is holy.
that boodle did it; another that tariff
reform did it; and another that free
trade did it. But the truth of the
matter IS that a ineaaly little sawed-off
son-of-his-grandfather who lives up here
at Indianapolis aud wears tinted eight
shirts did it.
The Cincinnati Commercial-Gazette
"points with pride" to West Virginia,
and days that the best method of win-
ning states from the wild south is by
the plan proceeded on in that state. As
the Republican managers spent thous-
fools of dollars in corrupting the vote of
that state, and B066 Quay, Bill Dudley
and Billy Mahone are now offering
large bribes to election officers to count
out the Dentwrats, the force of that
method will be appreciated.
The people of Pails, Tenn., evidently
are not in love with time methods of the
L. et N. road, which tiny claim is try-
ing to keep the Paducah & Tennessee
road out of their city. They are having
a monkey and parrot time over the con-
test down there and have ordered 50.1
copies of the New ERA'S railroad edi-
tion to help them in their tight. Success
to them.
The elarksville papers are informing
the people that they are opposed to di-
rect taxation for the purpose of building
up railroads. For the information of
our readers we will state that Clarksville
Is a burg situated just beyond Guthrie
on the L. & N. road and depeuus for
her trade and traffic upon the people of
south Christian, many of whom right
now are nursing an imaginary grievance.
See!
The thanks of all interested in the
progress and upbuilding of our county
are due to those who did such hard and
noble work in the recent railroad cam-
paign. Never was there better work
.lone for any cause, aud never was there
a more determined opposition to over-
come. No names can be mentioned for
they are too uunierous, but to each and
everyone the people feel indebted.
The Canticle§ are excited over the
rumor that President Cleveland is going
to enforce the retaliatory law. It is
thought that he will take advantage at
the provision which allows him to pro-
hibit all Canadian vessels from entering
our ports. This would be disastrous to
the shipping interest of the Dominion
and work little harm to our country.
Our Republican friends mire hereby
informed that time New ERA has gone
out of the prophesying busineseeind any
further mention of the forecast made
by it of Cleveland's electoral vote will
be regarded as a deadly insult.
Empires may fall, Republics go up
the spout, Radicals elect a president,
and railroad propositions carry, but all
fade into insignificance beside the awful
intelligence just received thaNueen
Victoria has got the gout!
The county Democracy of New Yolk
hes just peeeed resolutions eulogizing
President Cleveland's a !ministration.
:his is about as soothing tet the apology
of the man who knocked down his friend
through mistake.
"In the interest of purity" Mr. W111-
6041 says he will contest Asher Cartith'e
election in the Louisville district. Ile
has uo hopes of election, but wants the
illegal votes thrown out and the ballot
kept pure.
Wiggins,the Canadian weather proph-
et, is Wittily indignant beesupe on last
Tuesday he received notice of his unan-
imous election as a member of the An-
neals.. Club of Boston.
Amid the great crash of politics, it is
comforting and restful to Iran back and
contemplate the 160,000 majority rolled
up for Cleveland in the Lone Star state.
The Courier-Journal was bound to
crow over something, so a rooster was
run up the other day over Kentucky's
majority. Such levity is unseemly.
If ever there was a time when the
Commercial club should exert Reel( it is
now. There is material to work on and
it should make use 0( 11.
"The moon of Mahomet arose, and it
shall set," says Shelley; but if you will
set a bottle of Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup
in some handy place you will have a
quick cure for croup, coughs, and colds.
The eighth wonder ot the is odd.-
bertighted MALI limping with rheuma-
tism who had never heard of Salvation
011. Price 25 cents a bottle.
Jones-Steele.
Thursday morning at 9:30 o'clock Mr.
Lucien Jenes, of thid city, and Miss Sue
B. Steele, daughter of the late Dr.
Steele of Neweteaii, were united in
marriage at the residence of Judge J.
W. McPherson on College street. Rev.
J. C. Tate pronounced a beautiful and
impressive ceremony in the presence of
a few Intimate friends and near rela-
tives of the contracting parties. After
the ceremony and congratulatIons they
were driven to the depot where they
took the train for an extensive tour of
the eastern cities. Mr. Jones is one of
our beet known business men and it
would be superfluous to dwell upon his
social and business acquirements. The
lady whose hand be has won has visited
this city quite often and is exceedingly
popular with those who are so fortun-
atese to know tier. Mr. and Mrs.
Janes will on their return take rooms
with Mr. Thos. Jones.
The Nest Agreeable
As well as the most effective method of
dispelling Headaches, Colds, and Fevers
or Cleansing the system, is by taking a
few doses of the pleasant California
litpild fruit remedy, Syrup of Figs.
For sale in 50 cents and #1 00 bottles.
Wife (tenderly )-"Do you remember,
Charles, how embarraseed you were
when you propose.: to time ?" Mr. Hard-
up-"No,dear ;I've beets so embarrassed
since we were married that I have for-
gotton all about it."
A PLEASANT J tuNT. PAIRLEItill.
Prof. Rust and the Pupil.; of Bethel liAbstract of the Sermon Delivered By
Female College Visit (least life. Rev. J. W. Lewis at His Funeral.
Prot. Rust and the pupils of Bethel
reinsie college visited cisrssvilie and ;! itebert McLure Fairleigh, N. D., tor
the chrysanthemum display in that city it yealtY-two 
years a resident and prat•-
Tuelitiay morn. The Progress says ollticing physician of Hopkinsville, died at
them : iiieresidence in this 
city on Timaiday,
The party numbered about sixty pit- . Ote eber time 18th, near the hour of 3
pus and int-hided besitiem these a num-
ber of visit •re from llopkinsville,
Owensboro, Ilentienton, Elkton anti
other points. They were met at !he tie-
vpot and driven in carriages teeter escort
of Capt. J. .1. CrtISInall. and seated 111
the retitle carriage were Dr. A. le Sears,1
Gen. Quark,* and Prot. Rust and a coni-,
inittee comportel of Chirksville citizens;
down MailiviOli atreat to Secott I hence:
to Franklin up Frioilsilit to 1. niversityl
avenue, thence down college street tol
Second and from Second street the long•
train of carriages turned into Franklin:
street again and were driven direct to
the wharf where the B. S. Rnea hail
been kindly placed at the dieposalot the
committee. Boarding tke *teenier si
short ride was taken up stream beyond
Capt. Gracey's stock farm. Returning
LO the city the landing Was made, mid
Prof. Rust lineally tendered
the thanks of hie party to Citot. Ty nee,
for the use of the boat and time delight-
ful excursion uttortleti thereby. Prof.
Rust said this W56 his last boat ride
and if he lied time lie would like to tell
of his first. Ile then called for three
cheers to be sounded for Capt. Tyner,
which ' was loudly responded to.
Carriages were then resumed and the
visitors driven to Evergreen Lodge
where Cat t. Cr116111101 flag (lett a wag-
ii ticent display of flowers, the lianuisout-
est at tale semen being the chrysanthe-
mums. lovely end gorgeous array
has already been spoken off, but no ade-
tome idea has yet been given and to en-
joy it In its fulineds, one must be there
and see it in person. The arrangement
of the various hues is artistic anti
"charms the eight, while it Wills the
soul."
After viewing the display of flowers
and green foliage, luncheon was arts
nounced and the tables spread in the
green house were well tilled with 'a
tempting repast of :old meats, sweet
meats, (mite, cakes and c• ffee. Refresh-
ment.* being over and everybody bottle-
tifully supplied tile crowd gathered in a
group on the lawn where McCormale,
the photographer, made a splendid vier
of almost the entire party.
Prof. Rust then took occasion to again
return thanks to Clarksville and Capt.
Crustnae and those aiding him for the
• plendid entertainmeet of the day.
Our space forbids further account of
e attain The party dispersed after
visiting Mrs. Buford's school snd Green-
wood cemetery, profuse In their expres-
sions of gratitude, returning home on
the afternoon train. Clarksville sends
greeting to flopkinsville and her people
and says come to see us spin.
Their Business Booming.
Probably no one thing has caused
such a general revival of trade at Harry
B. Garner's City Pharmacy drug store
as taeir giving away to their customers
of so many free trial bottles of Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consump-
tion. Their trade is simply enormous
in this very valuable article from the
fact that it always cures and never dis-
appoints. Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Croup, and all throat and
lung diseases quickly cured. You can
test it before- buying be getting a trial
bottle free, large size $1. Every bottle
warranted.
Welt ck, p. m.
The hietory of a men like this cannot
U'- written in a few short pages.
A notp of his life, were it spread omit
before us, WOtilli be worth times tidy we
might bestovi• upon It. Iii this calm,
mewed hour we may glance rapidly et
peewee( the more sellout politte and thus
aid our minds in the future to recall the
mat)' pleasant meneuries of our Weed
who 1146 gone from us.
A men's life, to be correctly written,
now be coesiderea Iii tvert phases, viz :
Historical narrative and analysis of
character. Of the former I may say
that my work is made comparatively
easy by time kinuineuts of Dirndls and by
printed records in permanent torni.
DocIsir Fairleigh Was born at Brush-
tienburg, Meade comity, Ky., January
17, 1840. lie was the 11911 of Will-
iam and Eliz tbeth Feirleigh.
Of Wel father, it is said that he wee atm
old fashioned gentleman, ot great pet-
sunlit popularity. Ile was clerk of the
circuit and county count of that county
for thirty-five years, and nearly up ..t°3
the time of his death in Pe65; and it Is
further recorded of him that he was a
most faithful and efficient public u !neer.
"His mother's maiden natue was Elias-
twat Enlow, a woman of met-ling sense
anti great strength of eherateer, and it
was she who taught him until he tit-
tered the Brandentuirg Academy, then
under the direction of professor D. C.
Cully" himself entleeet es a teacher
and a 4lsci1mllnarluiu, .
William and Elizibeth Feirleigh both
1:ved anti tiled coneletent niembers of
the Metts'eilst church 14111 Ill keephig
with their religious views hal their son
Robert baptized In his Infancy.
In 1119 acedetnie tleys he Was a mem-
ber of a class of youths live of whom,
including himself, have occepled posis
done of great prominenee and treefill-
nese In various parts of Kentucky. The
literary foundations leid at that echaal
in the old town of Brandetiburg were as
the hills on which the town itself is
built, and he doubtless male the ;best of
his opportimitiert.
Besides the tettive mental endow-
menus of yoneg latirleigh were much
above the average, approaching eveteto
brilliancy as hie later cattier would intik
tate. He studied medicine with Dr. 11.
H. Pusey at taarnetteville, Ky., and
graduated at Jefferson Medical college,
Philadelphia, in IsGO. Hie graduatioui
occurred in point of feet while he was
yet under tweitty-otie years et age, the
youngest graduate perhaps in the iiitto-
ry of time college.
The New Medical Practice Law.
OFFICE 01 THE 61 A IR BOARD OF HEALTH,
BOWLING Gneree, Kr., November, 11.
ltken.-The new medical practice act, re-
quiring every physician now engaged,
or who may hereafter engage, in flue
practice of medicine in Oda state, to reg-
ister hie diploma in the clerk's mace or
the county where he is located or pur-
poses to locate, is now in cfftwt, moud
will be wade compulsoty under heavy
penalties after the 1st day of April,
next. Each diploma, exce-pt those from
Medical Colleges chartered under the
laws of Kentucky, will require to be
certified and endorsed as being hatted
from a reputable and legally chartered
medical college befere it can be reg-
istered i» Any county.
By special agreement of all the bodies
aethurized by law to make sueb endoree-
int tit this duty h-is been aelegated to
we, as the legally appointed repreeent-
ative of the Kentucky State Medical
Society, in the name titf aiwItieLi all en-
deremeents will be made. ' No fee will
he charged for time endcsrsenient. Di-
plomas may be vent to me by mail, in a
registered package, whim stamps 'en-
cleeed for yeturii in the same way, on' by
express. The full reldreoi, ineludaig
county, ehoula be enclosed inn eaeli
package. Any physician whom diploma
has been lost or destroyed must obtain a
duplicate, or an (andel certificste of
graduation, from the college from which
It was issued, as nothing but this can be
endorsed or registered, unless such
physiciau was engaged in practice prior
to February 23, Istil An offieial med-
ical directory of the state will be pith-
belled by the State Board of Heath as
soon as all county registratiene are com-
pleted.
As this law was. designated for the
protection of our profession, as well as
the general public, theplasiciatis of each
county should cheerfully give the
officers of the law their all in its en-
forcement.
As the law makee the duty of each
physician plain, and as tity heavy work
under it is done gratuitously, an exten-
sive correspondence in regard to how
each of the hundreds of physician, of
the state is to comply a ith it is not so-
lie!ted. Very Respectfully, '
J. N, McCoemace, M. D.
Many persons contrive severe colds
during the early winter menthe and
permit them to hang on persistetitly all
winter; weakening the lungs and pav-
ing the way for catarrh, chronic broil-
elates, or consumption. No one calm
afford to neglect a cold. A single bot-
tle of Chantheriain's Cough Remedy,
will cure the most severe cold, and mete
but 50 ett. For sale bg II. B. Gamer.
Trains Bunning hy Next May.
From time letter printed below it e ill
be seen that the Ohio Valley proposes to
plait things. Dr. Kelsey promised to
gliow us ADIfle rapid railway construction,
and it will be seen that lie iutetole to
keep hie promise. It now rental:in for
the Cairo & Tennessee Redone! to show
its hand. Following is Secretary Giles'
letter:
01110 VALLEY RAILWAY COMPANY,
GINZRAIL FICE, HENDERSON, KY.,
Nov. 12 1888.-Messrs. Landes &
Clarke-My Dear Sirs: The contest has
been well made and the result is all that
could be wanted. We recognize arid
appreciate your services, and that of
your fellow workers. Dr. Kelsey or-
dered the engineers to come here
at once for the work, lie and they
will go over the brie on preliminary this
week. I protniee time engirses in Hop-
kinsville and trains runniisg by May
of the year '89. Will take out part of
the present crop of tobacco.
JORDAN 011.114.
Ain't She a Daisy:
For President-Urandpa'e Hat.
For Vice-President-Old Motiey bags
Morton.
For Secretary of State- l'rusty Blaine.
For Secretary of the Treasury-Two-
Dollar-Bill Dudley.
For Secretary of the Interior-Lion-
Tamer Ingalls.
For Secretary of War-Bloody Shirt
Foraker.
For Secretary of the Navy-Cranky
Bill Chandler.
For Poetataster Gelieral-Ster Reute
Dorsey.
For Attorney General-Old Cockeye
Butler,
lie practiced medicine at Branden-
burg until some Lime in the fall of 1:461,
and then removed to Concordia, a vil-
lage about twenty miles below on the
Ohiteriver, where for a brief space he
continued to ply hie profession.
Sliortiy after time silock of war broke
the course of hie life. hp jeined the
Federal artily and wasappoinmte1 assist-
alit surgeon with Col. Jas. S :feel:sena.
regiment of cavalry, Very soon he was
promoted to the rank of surgeon in the
brigade of general Eli II. Murray. iii
this pesitioti lie serve] wit li metked
credit to himself until the war was
practically ended, and was men there-
after appeitited medical director tiC time
weetetu departreetit of Kentucky, his
headqearters b dug at B /Oiling Green.
Witet, however, is reinerk tbie lit all
Ode is that he was yet but tweety-eix.
years
He was martial to Miss Amite
Slangliter, theigater of Mr. W. H.
Slaughter, of Hodgensville, Lame
county, Ky., May 170i, 1465.
He retired from his official position
us medical din etoi• In July, 1s65,
and settled in Hopkineville, where
devoted himself to hie profession until
his death.
la time ILteunic order lie WAS specially
prominent, being initiated an entered
apprentice in Hopislusville Lodge No.
37 in 1S65, he pursued aim onwarui course
until lie stool in the Irmo rank of the
craft in Kentucky. He was junior war-
den of his lodge al "Imre; and master
from Iemr," to 1.47-2..
Ile was Grand Junior Deleon of the
Grand Ledge of Kentucky (1e72), Gram d
Marshal (1873), Grand Junior Warden,
(1871), Grand Settler Warden (1875),
Deputy Grand Master ;1876), Grand
Master (1877), Grew! High Priest te
Oriental Chapter No. II Royal Arch
Mesons and Eminent Comm under of
Moore Corium marry aighte _Templar
(lied). Ile lets tatated Grand High
Priest of R iyal Arch Mil60116 in Kett-
tut kr (1883). From la69 79 Dr. Fair-
'alga was a member of tile Beard oh
Count•it of this city, and was vtialrmen
of the board for three years. Such Is a
cbarrief routline of his history and officiale
As for hie character much might be
said; but to-day we can only ketch it.
As a einem he was publicapIrited, Re-
nee and enterprising. While a member
Of the Board of Council lie constantly
weight mcaeures for the improvement oh
the city in various ways, and was solic-
itous arid untiring l,i behalf of the pithik•
school building that pow graces the
central part of time WWII.
As a physician Ice was prompt, skill-
ful, tender and safe. At L1114 polio my
own sense of loss it great and my emo-
tion cheeks the utterance of much that I
might my. Ile it as my family phyla-
clan for six years and would not accept
any reniuneration. It might have beee
different had he eimeen It so. but his na-
tive generosity would not permit it.
'fbe world nifty not understand the full
force of these sentences but there is oni
family that does.
As a father lie was kind, indulgent.
loving and gracefully dignified., I ilare
say that no unkind word or act mars the
pleiteata memories of this now sorrow-
ing household. Ae a tuition he was dis-
creet aumil trustworthy. In the brief
space of his coeneetion with time order
he had filial most of the important of-
fices in the various depertmente of the
local and State organizet ions. •
Arid now I come to speak of another
matter. I would encourage no man to
defer making hie peace with God un-
til the close of his life; but I meet say
It, I will say it-may we not join the
stricken flintily in indulging the pleas-
ing hope that he did "round to at leo
In the harbor el peace." lre botid to
brother Bottornly and another minister
present, that lie would round to after
awhile. Ile ferther ealti on two ec-
careens when spoken to by friends, I
think H311C11 more about title matter (re-
ligion) than you suppose. It seemed
that he was laboring to give hie hien&
to understand that lie wee not careless
but on the other hand deeply concerned
about his future, and no doubt lie prayed
and thought nitieli on the subject. Said
a truly to a friend who had suddenly be-
come insane, "unutertteatit are the ever-
lasting arms." It was a lest resort and
seemed to do no good but bending over
her neighbor she whispered it again and
again. At last a lucid interval came
and the lips of the sufferer now calmly
opened and softly but sanely whiepered
back "underneath are the everlasting
arms." It was enough.
Dr. Fairleigh Was taught the lessons
of religion in hit childhood. He PM its
principled exemplified In hie father and
mother. Many prayers have they.of-
fered for their boy in the years gone by
and many were the prayers ttecereling
the hill of the Lord in his behalf during
tee illness. We hope. in Gal diet. tl:e
frail human vessel swept through the
last storm to an anchorage where storms
4 never come.
Spurgeen and a couipaity ot touristsi
took cendies arid mate/lee to light upl
the Mount Cenie tumid welch is Mx l
talks loog, expecting It to be very dark,
but %lieu they remitted it hi; it was a
Mete of light innn one end to die ether
The eta' tattles keep It ilitimitiat ti.
Aid so the ilarkeet passel; • of lite are
°lily dark lie autielpetion, and so may
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The bud niay have a bitter tame.
But •wect will be the ne wee."
Rioter Cholera.
A spreitql oh boWel compittlet k foie. ri
its "it limier cholera," appeartei sev•
end eitle. tlie N melee est inot whiter
ittitl le likely to he more general this
semen. Citemberlitin's Celle, Cholera
owl !narrate t Remedy Is a certain cure
tor It. For sale by H. II. Garner.
easati—
Remarkable Prixem.
Oti Titerelay °stutter 900848 (always
Tu. sday), time 221st Grand M mntiuiy
Draw lug of the Lottiplana State Lottety
occurred. The prizes were from $100 to
$300,000, the next drawing will be over
$2,000,000 in prizes front 1200 to $4100,000.
TliI6 anul all the Drawings of this Com-
pany are tituler the exclusive control el
Generals Beauregard and Early. Nut.
16,755 drew the First Capital Prate of
$300,000 it Was e01 I In fractional
twentieths at one dollar est:11, gent to
U. A. Dauphin, New Orleans, 1.a. Otte
went to F. M. Ileatheete, Derrick City,
PA., through Bradford National Beek,
Bra Ift.41, Pe.; another to M. F. Locke,
Celuleeser, Miss., through Bank of
Commerce. Memphis, Tenn.: another
to .1. ( . Proebstet and U. C. Mental,
Vance:leer, Weeds. ; another to Jno.
T. Cliver, Murray, Is.; another to Gso.
Letahardt, Sacramento, Lel.; another
to Ben S. aenilia, Seowliegen, Me.;
another to Aug. Y. Litter, Seneca, Km. ;
another to J. W. McGhee, Oskaloosa,
Kea., another to H. K. Childe, East
Boston, 241041.; another to J. D. Rhodes,
Eidaies, Ala., auother to Xerchante
Netionel, Helena, Ilona On Dee. 11th
otteurs the Matunuoth Drawing, in which
the First Cepitil Prize iv $600,000. All
tuferniation to be haul ay applying to
M. A. Dauphin, New Orleans, La.
Double Wedding.
In Clarksville, Wednesday afternoon,
Mr. Perry U. Morris and Miss Annie
Lee }lord, and E. A. Morris and Maw
Mary S. Long, all of this city, were
married by Rev. J. W. 11111. time New
ERA understands that when the couplet:
started from Hopkinsville only the first
expected to merry, but the fever was
catching and time two tact named agreed
to bring their tent:natio to an end.
They all returned to this city after the
weddieg and %s ere tendered a reception
by time grooms' parents. Both gentle-
men ere worthy of their fortitee, while
the young ladies are all that is charming
and good,
if you want to prevent typhoid fever,
or if you feel as it you were going to
have the chmllià and fever, take Laxador
Price 25 cents a package.
"Ileleri'd Babes.'' Triis work is ac
knowledged to be time beet selling article
in our boek stores. Druggists, how-
ever, say that Dr. 141.11l's Baby Syrup
sells better titan any other remedy. It
Is always reliable.
•
1 riE MODERN STONE AGE.
Many 2inplcmenta Made of This Material
Still Used in Virginia.
All over our country we find many in-
tertecting relics of the Indians. Stone
opearhead.s, arrowheads, hammers, chi-
ache, knives, scrapers, etc., together with
pottery, sonic of burned or baked clay,
some cut from soft stone, as slate, steatite,
et.  Similar remnants of the sc{called
atone age of mankind are found in nearly
every portion of the globe, and, besides
their interest as curious survivals of a
bygone time, they aid us toward a dis-
covery of the prehistoric man. It is
hardly of less interest, or of less historic
or scientific value, to note how the stone
ago still survives among us to no little
extent.
Ilere in Virginia, for Instance, many
people still reale' their slaughtered hogs
in hogsheads or barrels, as our barbarian
progenitors boiled their meat in skins, by
heating stones and putting them into the
water until it is hot enough for the pur-
pose. The stones ordinarily used in this
way are roundish, hard, and see- heavy
black or brown modules, sometimes
called "negro heads," or iron stones,
although they are compressed lava, up-
heaved in strata threugh coo ice* in the
rock cruet of the earth at remote periods
of geological time.
We sometimes encounter stones that
are hollowed out in the center. often to is
socket, and these not infrequently are
treasured by their finders 419 an ancient
Indian stone for nia.shing or grinding
corn, with the aid of a stone pestle; yet
they are nothing more nor less, for the
most part, titan discarded stones once
used by our rural brethren for their gates
to est-Mg upon-many gates in all parts
of the commonwealth being still thus
pivoted.
Many a housewife in remote country
regions still has her stone weights, more
or less rough, hut honest; wherever tho
old Kentucky rifle lingers there is likely
to be found still a set of soapstone bullet
molds; our log cabins yet have rough
stane and clay chimneys, where they am
not of mud and sticks; in many a humble
household a thin jock, not always
smooth, is the utensil for baking corn
bread; and the stone "mash trap" is
familiar to all our country boys. The
stone lute, believed by many to have
gone out with the Indian, is made and
used today by many colored folks and by
no few white folks. \Vhenever soap-
stone, or steatite, La found, not only the
stone pipe, but many other articles sup-
ported to be archaic, are still manufac-
tured and put to st•rvice by the ingenious
and thrifty. In such localities atone
pans, stone troughs for children, etc.. are
still common. Some day they will be
dug up and attributed to the Indians, or
even to their predecessors. A little in-
quiry and investigation would /aloe-
much more of the stone age still here
than we have adverted to.
It is not rare to eteo stone sinkers in use
for lines and nets in fishing; the flint is
not yet superseded wholly by the match;
there are clocks in the land yet run by
stone weights; stone Jewels, with dirt
note are not unknewn in ottr moun-
tains; the colored ruffian, and somt•tiruee
the white one, (write a stone in a stock-
leg, along uitit his razor, when on the
warpath; neuty a cider press and tobacco
press are still made effect:live by stones
swung at the end of their lever; and our
small boys are all in their stone ago
whenever they can give their natures full
and free play.
We are not so far ofl from the ston
age man as some imagine; many of the
implements aoul relics et:Hemel to be
prehistoric, and doubtless so in many
cases, have their modern duplicates, and
in some Instances are all in use among
Us. -Cur. Petereburg Index-Appeal.
The Hohenzollern "White Lady."
During the middle age's, a noblo lady,
surpassingly beautiful, of the house of
Orlamunde, fell madly in love with a
prince of the rt•igning house, and scent
him privately word of her love and an
oiTer of marriage. The prince would
gladly have married her. but for the fact
that his parents would not consent.
Social inte•retsurso was somewhat rt•-
strained in these days. Ile was com-
pelled to dispatch a page to the lady with
an ambiguous message, declining her
offer on the ground that "four eyes"
stood in their way. The young widow
believed that he referred to her two chil-
dren, and promptly pent them to death,
notifying him that the obstacle was re-
moved.
A terrible scone ensued between the
prince end his murderess lady love, after
which he fled into solitude and shin died
of remorse. Since then her ghost is said
to be condemned to haunt the halls of
tho Hohenzollern% and her aPPearanca
is a warning of death to some members
of the ftunily. About fifeeen years ago,
the terror of the inhabitants of Berlin,
on account of some reported appearances
of the White Lady, reached such a height
that the kaiser had every ono of the '700
rooms in the Schloss thoroughly searched,
in the hope of finding some clew to the
mystery; but haul he eucceedeel, I doubt
whether the people would have given up
their pet superstition. Many are ready
enough to testify to having seen this
pale, white robed apparition before the
death of the late emperor, and storks
Rai current of her having shown herself
OLICO again eine° that time. -Lucy C.
Mein The Cosmopolitan.
LLECIION ROW AT BELLEYIEW.
Three White Ben Seriously Wounded
and Others klielitly Injured.
'el•agre reports have been received
lucre- tioni Belieview, in regard to a se-
rious difficulty that took place there on
Saturday eftertioen. A party of negroes
were there electioneering against the
reilroauf tax In the morning, but were
driven sway. ln the afternoon they
returned, reinforced by Louisville Se
itall Ville 11111111C who belpe(1 them in
their sork of trying to coerce men of
their own color to vote with them.
letter on they tried to make time hands
wet k log for Parish Meachatil vote
sgalnet the tax, wideli was resented by
that gentlemen, when time trouble began.
The fight became general. During the
aittit•tilty Mr. Meacham was struck on
the head with a rock and seriously In-
jured, lie was beaten badly in other
ways. Harry Clark, a brother of Claude
Clark, of this city, was badly cut on the
wrist, the blow almost severing his
hand. Sam McGehee, a merchant, was
shot in the shoulder and seriously e oun-
Jed. Others also received slight inju-
rhea before the riot was quelled.
••••
Hays' Evangellae.
The Phila lelphia hedger of time 10th
inst. contaltie time following truthful and
Interesting account of the origin of Col.
Will S. Hays' Osmond gong, Evangeline,
of which upwards of 300,000 copies have
betii sold, and the popularity of which
is as great now Its It was when first
issued.
"Evangeline" is, without doubt, the
drat song on record to be penned upon a
plaid( fence. It was one of Hays' ear-
liest lyrics, and was the result of a
frolic, being written when he was quite
young. The author was one of a party
who one evening ehancal to attend a
social gathering in a small village in
Kentucky. Among the ladies present
was one who so strikingly resembled
the ideal portrait ef Longfel IOW '4
"Evengeline" that she was at onoe giv-
en that itioktistue by the young com-
poser. The company had organized a
tear:late, and had given a large number
of popular delectiota during the even-
ing. It was a bright moonlight might
when they started to return home, and
"Evangeline" suggested that they try
some new wing.
"I will write you a song," said Hays,
"If you will promise to sing it before
we go home."
This was enthualastically agreed to.
It so happened that there was a new
white plank fence Just opposite them at
that time. A fire had reeently been
built near by anti • number of charred
sticks lay eeatterecil around. Picking
up several of them Hays walked over to
the fence anti proceeded to write the
first verse of his song on the top plank,
and the notes for the quartette of voices
on the four planks beneath. As all
could road music, they stood back a
short distance and had no difficulty in
ranging it. The girls insisted on having
a chonie, and the Janitor went to the
end of the !ewe end there wrote out the
chorus. The party sung it over and
over, and at hat went home with it on
their lips.
The following ulay Mr. Hese was re-
quested by "If.vangellue" to write out a
copy on paper, but he laughingly told
her that she could go down to the fence
and copy it off. 'l'ime young lady took
him at hie eon!, and though it was
raining hard, elle started out, and re-
turned with the words and music. com-
plete. Ti, reward her Hays then added
another verse, and soon after the lady
returned to her home in St. Louis,
taking the song wirli her. Oit her sing-
lug it there it attracted much attention,
and she fleetly emit it back to the au-
thor to have it published.
HOW'S THIS.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Cstarrim that earl not be
cured by taking Hell's Catarrh Cure.
F. J CHENEY & CO., Props.,
Toledo, O.
We, the utudereigned. have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, told be-
lieve lain pertectly honorable in all bus-
iness Era:am:Alone, and financially able
to carry out any obligations wade by
their firm
ii cult ct 'raise. Wholesale Druggists,
'Foleilo, Oh ie.
Welding, Kirwan Jt Mervin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, (Sudo.
E. 11. Van Ilosmeti, Cashier, Toledo
Natioiial Benk, Toledo, Onto.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
actleg directly upon the blood and
mucus surfat•es of the system. l'rice,
75e. per bottle. Sold by all Druggiete
MARKET REPORTS.
HOPE INS VILLE.





Stoles 13 to 13,,,,
Bar •D servers
Patent Flour 6 25 to
1. twice tomb) 5 75 to
Plain !leanly 4 35 to
Graham Flour Syse
ity e Flour 3 to 1%
Buckwheat Flour 4% to I
Meal, per bush Go to
Hominy, pet sai  Solo 25
Grislier gal  16 to
CoCIS1KY elicit/mg
/Sutter, C.hoice 35 to
Butter, Medium, 10 to 15,r
Cheer.  15 I. 1,1:
EKE* 15
Feathers, Prime it to 50c
Feathers Low tirade. 
Beeswax 1110 Ls
Tallow  . ,, .... 5 to tic
tveuseng . .. ..........  $1 64 per lb
kraut, per Kai si to
Hooey . . .. ... .......... 15
Clean Wool lb to 10
Burry hoot  lulu Plc
Dry Holes PI ill II,
Green Hi,les  4 to Se
Deign FECIV.
Apples I lose
Peaches, peeled .. • • • 111% to 15c
pear him, iiiiper,led 7 to SC
FilILD Stand.
Sapling Closer  6 25too .
Red Clover  4 5 tips
l'imothy 3 on 1 50
Orchard Grass 1 40 to 76e
Ite,1 l'op I M
Blue Grain  loom 60
it, bite seed OaLsi  46 to liti
Black Seed Oats  16 to
11•3 •Titi leap.
„ Brain. per bush. .  IV/ to
&hotted Meal 90 to
Timothy Hay, per lisisdred .  115 to
C lover flay, per lionolred 75 to -
Mixed Nay, " be to 4
l'ocular.
Chickens, live, per 'los .. . 2 50 to 3 00
Chickens, dimmed, eerie .. a to hi
Ducks. It to 10
Geese to to 10




corrected for Matte from the daily
pert of the ,hay before.!
4.It AIN& HAY.
Wilacr-Liarrive  1 pito
New No,) Leateenry  ss
COlOi -No. 2 mixed 45 to
a hue . 4,6.s to
In ear to
ars-
New No. 2 26 to
Kra-No.Mi
liar-Fancy timothy 15 Oth-o
Chose. 14 00
Low grades 1100 to
Straw, per ton .   II 00 to
ruovisione.
Par






Breakfast bacon . to 113,..
1.4ati--Choico Leaf II le
Kegs and Bucket's 11% to
Prone Steam 4'3/ toEcors--Choice patents ii ou to t> MI
Plate patents 5 75 to Ii Oti
Choice ... . . b 60 to 6 75
Plain fancy .   5 25 to
Kaill'A fainily.... ..   4 SO to 4 75
buckwheat ., .. _ . . _ .. 6 25 toil 50
Corn meal per hundredths bolted 1 30 to
COUNTILY PROILLIC11.
Br Trait -Choice Country .   15 to 1.
Low graded ... 7 to II
Dairy - . . . ..   in to 26
Cuegsg--faacy cream cheddar  12% toil
Twins ... ..  111W ..Young Americas  1$% to 14Sting cheese Ito fiEnos-per il,sx  111 to .
T•Ltow-per lb . . .....  4 to .
Baitsw•x- per it,  Into .
GissENO-Choice large   2 00 to) lb
I OT4Tolta -On arrival,
New potatoes, per barrel . ... 1 25 to
1.IYK STOCK.
I Reported by S. SinsIgrass A Co., Live StonesCommission 'Merchants, Burton Stock Yards.:
tit'or Art ONS.
CATTLE-600d to extra semi:110g $4 IS tot 65
Light shipsIng .3 Vi 041 75
Good to extra oxen ...   9 2.5 to 3 6.5
dominion and rough oxen  1 75 to 3 75
Rune,  1 Ti to 150
Light stockers  I so to) 25
Feeders 975 to 3 50Beet butchers . . .... 115 Loa n5
Medium to good butchers „ 15o to 1(5)
l'ommon to medium butchers 175 to 2 atiThin, rough steers, prior cows and
scalawags  I 01 to 160Hog.. Choice packing and
butchers. . .. .... ... .......... 535 to 3 goFair to good butchers. . .... 5 20 Iota  Light meditini hutchers . . .   5 In to 5 15shosto . ... . 4 35 to 415Mosel, and Lamle, Pair to good
shipping . A •0 to I 75
Common to Medium   2 50 0, 8 50Extra lambs  4 50 to 6 00
Gummoa W matlaa Waifs-. ....4 C1/41 to 4 bti
Letter List.
Leuers remaining in time post Aloe at
Hopkinstille, Ky.. for 30 days, which,
if not called for in 30 days froni Ulia
date, Will lie sent LO the Dead Letter
Office at Washington, D. C.
Harrow, Geo. Rostock, B. C.
Burks, Chas. I.. mohb, Charles
Carter, Miss 'Vert is Hahn. lassie
Lewis, G. IL i' ill, I. A.
Middleton, bl. T. 1feaderson, C.
Miller, Dr. R. J. Roberson, Mrs. Mary Z.Miller, Mrs K. J. shaw. Mrs. Mary L.
Moore, Mrs. Carrie D. shaw. Mrs. Nellie
Al urray , Win. 'Lowell. 1
Walter, Mrs. 'Aimee I Welle, Mrs. Louise I.Waffle, K. C Whitesearver, 1. 6.
Wept, Mrs Pansy Wilson, Thrw.
Weir, Merritt Wilsey, M. V.
Wood. Mrs. ittnin•
l'ersotto calling for any of the above
letters will please say advertised.










More of them sold than other Binder in






We have afi,11 stink on hand of all We
warrant every wagon to give perfect satisfac-
tion or refutof the money. Buy your wagons at
house %bore the warrantee la good
We now have in our em ploy in-foreman of our
wagon and machine department, Mr. G.
Gardiner, of tiarrtsishurg He thoroughly us-
derstands repairing all kinds of machinery and
wagons, Se. We wish to call attention that our
facilities are such tbat We ran repair your sep-
arators better and for lees money than an•body

















Our stock is complete in all depart-
ments'. Prieee can he relied on as be-
ing low.
Forks & Bro. (Z
The Real Secret of the unparalleled income
of THE CHICJiiM DAILY News may be
found in two distriiiiishirt,c characteristics,
which more than anything else have coo
tributed to its remarkable growth.
FIRST :-/i it a Daily l'aper for fluty People..
The people of the busyNVest appreciate keen-
ly the necessity of an intelligent knewledge
of the world's daily doings, but they are too
busy to waste valuable nine in searchirse
through a cumbrous •• blanket sheet ' news
paper for the real news of an, literature,
science, religion, polities, and the thousand
and-one things which make up modern civ
ilitation. They want news-all the news-
but they don't want a concealed in an over-
powering ma3SOf the trivial and inconsequen-
tial. It is because THE CHICAGO DAILY
NEWS iS "all wheat avid as chaff," that
Its circulatioo is over "a millios a week."
SEcottii:-It is ais andependerte Truth
Neweseetsee. The people demand a fair, im-
partial, independent newspaper,which gives
all the Fines, and gives it free from the taint
of partisan bias. Vi'ith no mere political am-
bition to gratify, no ea: to grind," the im-
partial, independent newspaper may truly be
"guide, philosopher and friend •• to honest
men ofevery sluale of political faith; and this
us why THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS )•le to-
day a circulation of over "a svilliow a meek."
Tilt CHICAGO DAILY NEWS now adds to
these two comprehensive elements of popu-
larity, a thirst, in its unparalleled reduction
of price to ONE CENT A DAY.
is ahtiayi large mow); h,-iierer too larKe.
THE CHICAGO DAILY News is for Sale by
all newsdealer: at Otte Gist per copy, or
wi:1 be mailed, postage paid, fee Poo per
year, or re cents per month. The farmer
and mechanic can now afford, as well as the
merchant and profese,i,inal man, to have hu
Inetropsditan
Address VICTOR P. LAWSON,
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SHORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTE
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Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
BOOK-KEEPING, SNORT-HAND, TELEGRAPHY, PENMANSHIP, Eta.
Who desires to better his'', her coediting is life, should writs s Ontaleges •
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The date with your
name printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
ome anti giocittu.
COI J eo Day spent Tuesday in 
Clarksville.
Dick Gary went over to 
Clarksville Tuesday.
A. L. Carter, of Longview, 
was in the city
Monday.
I. B. Gentry, of Pembroke, was in 
the city
Monday.
Dr. J. R. Payne, of
Mearlay.
W. H. Martin, of
MeadaY.
William Reed, of Beeleview, was In 
town
Monday.
Mr. Ben Boyd, of Howell, spent 
Wednesday
la tbe city.
Mr. Ed Stowe, of Neweteae, went 
yesterda
la the city.
Thos. H. Wallace, of Garrettsburg. WAN in the
city Monday.
711r. R. Y. Pendleton, of Pe ml mks, was in the
city Wednesday.
Col. •ehland Draper, of Lafayette, wee 
in
the city Moaday.
Metcalfe Andervon, of south Christian, was
le the city Wednesday.
Mrs. Jo Weil, of Louisville, is the guest of t er
Mater. Mrs. Jo Frankel.
Mrs. J. R. Hay./ left Saturday to visit her
daughter in Louisville.
K. W. Glenn, of Clarksville, epeut
daye in the city the§ week.
T. W. Rader, a popular height of Use grip, es
spending the week in the city.
Mint. I. Burnett &ad daughter, Bobo, are
visiting relatives I. Clarksville.
Mr- Freak 1.4asills. a leedieg tams, ef
wee in the city Wednesday.
Piedmont Gentert, • prominent young Clarks-
merehast, was in the city Sunday.
Miss Bettie Wheeler left Saturday morning
for Terms, where else will visit relations is Den-
ton and Fort Worth
Mn. San Stites and sister, Mies Henrietta
Bawer, left Weetneeday avervilog for Louisville.
to •iait relatives and friend..
Jas. Wyly, a beother of our young friend, Kit
Wyly, and a popular 94. Louis drummer, spent
several days in the city this week.
Clarksville Progress: Among our many
guests Tuesday from Hopkinaville wae Mr S
Mercer, a well-known journalist of that city.
Clarksville Progress: Derwin. Bell. of Hop-
kinsville, is in the city I. P. Gerhart visit-
ed H•pkineville Illeaday . . J. M. Wooldridge
went to Hopkinsville Monday.
oeverai
A Little Mere "Gleam," Pleam.
flisaidersos (slower
The °sly coosolation to be found In
Democratic defeat Ilea in the poetic idea
of Tom Ignore "Spring would he but
gloomy weether if we had Pothitie elite
but spring
Next Taesmlay Night.
The Saw Ka• call. upon the rueui-
berg of the Coususercial club to attend
the tieXt meeting of that body. Now is
the time for the acm)nplisliment of good
work, and we should all pull together.
The regular meetings are held on the
first and third l'ueati.ty nighta in each
month. Let there be • full attendance
twit Tuesday night.
Beet leim'm Araks Salve.
The best aalve in the world for Cute,
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sures, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilbisins, ('orns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cores Mese or no
par required. It la guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 rents per box. For sale by
B. 16. GS•0441.
The Daily New Era.
Beelike all the new, of local intereet,
the New Eat prop-)4l4 to g v -s the reel
erg of the daily issue, an extensive tel-
egraphic report, which will cover every
section of the country. Correspondents
will be stationed at all the surrounding
towns and everything of interest will be
pubtishe.i. A good and reliable tel-
egraphic market report will be one of
the features. Send your names in at
once, or hand them to the fcanvasser
when he calls upon you.
H. It Garner the druggist, desires to
inform his patrons that he is agent for
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, the test
and most reliable medicine in 'lee for
weighs, colds awl croup. No one suf-
fering from a throat or lung trouble can
use it without benefit. It Will cure a
severe cold in less time than any other
medicine or treatment; it is the only
known remedy that will prevent croup.
For sale by H. B. Garner.
Will S. Mays.
Col. Will S. Hays, who is now the
wholesale agent for the great piano
house of Smith ct Nixon, Louisville, is
in the city and will remain for several
days. Ile has put up an elegant Kerte-
man piano for Hon. Hunter Wood and
has several more of the.. line instru-
ments with him. Parties who have an
idea of buying a piano or organ had
better see Col. Hays while he is here
Marriage Litwin's.
Want.
II. H. Knight to Emma licCierscan.
B. W. Pepper to H. A. loom.
George Cox. to Lulu Davis.
C. B. Williams to Mary Reynolds.
C. I). Hankins to Lula Scott.
W. R. Cates to Heater Clark.
B A. Davis to Mamy Green,
COLORED.
Harry MeTeynolds to Ellen Ruse.
Fidella Dulin to Ellen Johnson.
Jeff Whitlock to WWI la Flack.
Wm. Bronaugh to Jennie Clark.
Prise Foley to Adallue Blakeley.
They Want a Daily.
At a meeting of the citizens of Hop-
kinaville Monday, called for the purpose
of inducing the New Ea• Co. to publish
a daily paper,M r.E M. Flack was chosen
chairmau, E. B. Bassett, secretary. Af-
ter remarks by a number of gentlemen
favoring the project it was moved and
seconded that Hon. Hunter Wood, pres-
ident of New Ilea Co., be invited to at-
tend the meeting. Mr. Wood stated
that with the co-operation of the bust-
nese men and 600 guaranteed subscribers
he will begin the publication of an even-
ing daily on or before Jan. 1st, leslesub-
acription price to be $6.00 per annum. It
was moved and carried that each gen-
tleman present make himself a commit-
tee of one to solicit subscriptions. It
was also moved and carried that the
Commercial club give its assistance to
the enterprise. After thanks from Mr.





Women lose their beauty because
cold. undermine their life. Dr. Acker's
English Remedy for Consumption is an
absolute cure for colds. Sold by H. B.
Garner.
New tobacco is coming in.
Several hunting parties lett this week
for Trigg county.
Forward march! The word has
purled down the line arid the line is
in motion.
Gus Young will sell breach-loading
shot guns at cost for the next thirty
Mr. Samuel :Read awl Miss !Aura
Johnson, both of Trigg county, were
married in Clarksville Ttreeday morning.
The Republicans of the city and
county will have a vend ratification
In this city on Friday night, November
23rd.
New steel rails have been placed on
the Henderson division between this
point and Crofton. l'he work Was com-
pleted this week.
Wonderful; wonderful; ht still Its
true, a strictly all-wooll scarlet. under-
shirts is being !mid for 39 cents at J. H.
Anderson & Co.
Dr. Blakey has been appointed ex
aming surgeon by the pension depart-
ment to fill the vacancy cause() by Dr.
Fairleigh's death.
Clarksville Chronicle: Col Will S.
Hays, the great song-writer of Louis-
ville, is over at Hopkinsville., Come
over here Will, and see your old parch.
W•KTED-Situation in drug or gro-
cery store, by one with some experience
In both. References furnished and
small salary until tried. Apply at this
office.
Mr. R. S. Hefner, of Mayfield, has
taken up his reeldence in this city and
formed • partnership with hie father,
Mr. John Ileeter, and will cqraluct a
general insurance business.
Col. A. H. Clark has purchases! the
handsome little cottage, corner of Clay
and Eleventh streets, now occupied by
L. A. McKee. The latter has purch nerd
a residence on south Main street.
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Seargetnt en-
tertained a number of friends at their
hospitable residence on north. Main
street Tuesday night, the occasion being
the fifth anniversary of their marriage.
As a general thing there is a reaction
after a week such as the last, but there
will be no reaction, no retrograde move-
ment for Hopkinsville, the old rut is be-
hind us and every shoulder is to the
wheel.
Rev. Dixie Williams, a traveling
evangelist from Lebanon, Tenn., is now
holding a series of meetings in Owens-
boro. The reverend gentleman Is creat-
ing a big stirin that town by his sen-
sational Sam Jones utterances.
"My dear sir," said a Democrat to a
New ERA reporter yesterday, "do you
know what caused our defeat? There
were several things. Now the tar-"
There was a funeral this morning.
No man, be he Democrat or Republican,
can talk tariff to a member of the New
ERA staff.
Mr. F. Henderson and Miss Florence
Anderson were married at the residence
of the bride's father, on Sixth etreet,
Tuesday evening at 4:30 o'clock, Rev.
J. N. Prestridge officiating. Irtimedi-
ately after the ceremony the bride aridrgroom took the train for a tour the
eastern cities.
The city council should keep a gam
jet burning at the head of the court
houtot steps in order that a person may
find his way in safety to the fire hell
ropes. Several citizens in hurrying up
the steps Sunday night to give the
alarm came near falling over the banis-
ters to the stone floor 20 ft et below.
Col Will S. Hays, agent for Smith &
Nixon, cordially eivites the citizens of
Otis city and county to call at the furni-
ture store of Thompson & MeReynolde
and examine the magnificent upright
pianoe he his on exhibition there. Col.
Hays will be glad to show them to our
people-especially tire ladies-whether
they want to purchase or not. Go and
Pee them.
Clifton Gant, the little colored boy
who was run over by the traction en-
gine on the streets Saturday morning
died Tuesday night from the effects ol
his injuries. A short time before hie
death the injured member was amputa-
ted but all that medical aid could do
was vain. The little fellow died in
great agony. Ile Was about ten yeers
of age.
The benefice accruing from the victo-
ry of the railroad propositions are al-
ready manifest. M. Frankere Sons
who have been hesitating for several
months as to the advisability ot moving
from the city. have decided to stay and
will proceed at once to arrange their
plans accordingly. We are glad to
make this announcernerit as these enter-
prising gentlemen are widely known
and proportionately popular.
McElrees Wine of Cara ii is tor sale


















The election at Pembroke was exceed-
ingly interesting and was enlivened by
a general row in which brickbat., ex-
handles and razors went flying through
the air at a lively rate, resulting In one
or two shattered heads. Belleview and
Lafayette also had a monkey and parrot
time during a pa-t of the day. It's all
over now anti animosities are forgotten.
Shake hand', friends, and fall into line
and keep step.
New natnee are bellig added every
day to the aubecription list for the DAILY
SEW ERA. flOpkindVille and the sur-
rounding country are well able to sup-
port a daily and we exprect to get out
one worthy of suppdrt, one which the
citizens can take a:pride in. As soon as
a sufficient number of names have been
enrolled to justify it, work will et once
be begun and the paper make its ap-
pearance. Send in your names. Sub-
scription price $0 per annum.
The Henderson Gleaner says: Capt.
Ned Campbell, recently of Hopkinsvile,
always a staunch Republican, and a
soldier of the late war, is an applicant
for the Ilerideroon pomenastership.
Capt. Campbell at the time of Cleve-
land's election was associated in the
revenue service, and made, as the Glean-
er Is informed, a very acceptable official.
He is well acquainted with the king bees
of his party, and will make it warm for
iris competitor whoever he may be.
The New ERA understands that Mr.
Gentry 11116 decided not to bring suit
against the crowd who had a little fun at
his expense In thia city last Saturday.
The boys had nothing against Mr. Gen-
try, and at no other time would anything
have occurred to interfere with hie
pleasure. The New ERA, of course, re-
greta that any such thing occurred, and
assures him that no one in the city har-
bors any feeling of resentment against
him. Ail animosities should now be
buried.
The second lecture of the Chatauquian
circle was delivered at the Methodist
church, Monday night, to a large au-
dience. L. I'. Leah-tiers famous lecture
on "World Making" was the attraction.
By those who attended, it Is said to
have been very entertaining and in-
structive. Theft lectures are a source
of great pleasure to the people of Hop-
kinsville and the societies deserve much
credit for their efforts in this dliectiore
'rile next of the series will be dimly aI-
vertlaeml.
Pembroke, was in town
Crofton, warn In the city
ipsuctl gocuoinge.
Miss Mal Ware is very sick at her
home of typhoid fever.
Cntigressman•Elect Ellis, the New
ERA greets you.
The Y's (wise and otherwise) of Hop.
klu,ville will give a dairy maitre
Thanksgiving supper Nov. 29.
The Y, W. S. of the Me hodiet church
are makir g preparations to have an
elaborate bazaar in the near future
Miss Mattie Rudolph and Mr. G. T.
Smith, of Clarksville, were united Iii
marriage in that city Tuesday Ogee
Kirk Bradley hail his head mashed
again Wednesday, the result of a drunk-
en row between himself and his son
A let of toughs attacked the Owens-
boro pollee Tuesday and used them very
roughly, one being severely cut ad two
others badly beaten.
Madisonville Husker: Prof. Smith, at
Slaughtersville, 11114 a clams composed of
twelve young men whose gross weight
is 1,973 pounds, an average of a little
more than 157 pounds each.
The majority given Corigrentsman
Roger Q. Mills In his Texas district will
approximate 7,000. His friends In this
section will be pleased to learn that his
constituency so thoroughly endorse his
course.
Mr. F. F. Henderson and Miss Florence
Anderson, daughter of Mr. R. M. An-
deason, will be united in marriage Tues-
day afternoon at the residence of the
bride's father. They will leeee ter
Louisville after the ceremony.
Mr. T. IV. Moore, while going for a
physician for one of his family at an
early hour Tuesday morning, ,fell over
an obstruction at ;the corner of Ninth
and Virginia streets an3 dislocated his
shoulder. The injury,tthoughipainful,
I, not permanent.
John W. Poff made an aosignment
Monday to D. L. Johnson, for the ben-
efit of his creditors. The liabilities ex-
ceed the assets by a email amount and it
is hoped that Mr. Peff will soon adjust
his financial affairs and open again un-
der more favorable circumstances.
The Courier-Journal says: "It appears
that Frank Finley has defeated Gen.
Frank Wolford for congresa of the
Eleventh district. This is a reflection
on the decent people of the district that
we had never expected them to assume.
A district that le willing to be repre-
sented anywhere by a blackguard like
Frank Finley ought to go down to hell
and offer a candidate for speaker of the
general assembly of !lades."
Owensboro Messenger: Work on the
Ohio Valley extension to Evansville
began Monday, the delay up to this
time having been caused chiefly by the
trouble in obtaining the right of way
through the Horse Shoe bend. The
contractors are expected to complete
the road by the middle of January. A
transfer boat and all the necessary
barges have been bought by the 0. V.
company so as to begin running as soon
as the road is completed.
The Clarksville Chronicle man ,is
more poetical than practical. Just lis-
ten : -One of the prettiest sights ever
witnessed here about, was tile low lands
opposite the city at sunrise this morning.
The fog settled down to within a few
inches of the ground arid when the sun
shined upon at made the locality appear
as if a vast body of water was pouring
over It. This together with the mag-
nificent foliage of the trees and bills,
made et picture that would have made a
beautiful drop curtain for a theatre.
It is said that politics make strange
bedfellows, which is very true, but the
railroad campaign in this county has
made stranger. Even when the election
excitement was at white heat, when the
returns were coaling thick and feet, ant
when all were on tiptoe of expectation
as regards the general result, the cry of
"railroad," from no matter whoin, was
the signal for a general outburst of en-
thusiasm. White and black,Republican
and Democrat, stand . side by side,
shoulder to shoulder, and work for the
county's future. the election of a
president is a matter of minor import-
ancedt seems, to the people 01 tide county
at present.
Settirlay about noon • country gen-
tlemen thoughtieeely drove a wagon
loaded with fine red apples into he
surging crowd that bad gathered in
front of the committee rooms. No one
had anything Against the gentleman but
his apples did look tempting and the
multitude was hungry. Someone final-
ly took art apple, a fine large red ooe,
then sombody else took another and
first thing the gentleman knew, hen Is
of every color and description were be-
ing thrust from the crowd into his ap-
ples. The crowd around the wagon was
pressing closer and closer. The precious
load was about to be confiscated or ap-
propriated, when two enthusiastic rail-
road men jumped up into the wagon,
paid the man his price for the apples,
and scattered the ripe mellow fruit into
the sea of upturned faces.
About 10 o'clock Sunday night the
fire bell was sounded and halt dossed
citizens hurrying up Ninth street dis-
covered the butcher shop and feed store
of' Wiley & Parker in flames. '1'lle ex-
cited men soon burst open the doors
of the burning building and adjacent es-
tabliehments and commenced to carry
out the contents. The engine and fire
company responded promptly to the
alarm and arrived in time to coefine the
fire to the buildings which were already
enveloped In the flames. L. G. Wil-
liams & Co'a. Implement house together
with the entire stock of agricultural im-
plement& was destroyed at • lose ex-
ceeding $2,060, which Is partially cov-
ered by insurance. Wiley & Parker's
loss, including the building occupied by
them, will foot up to about $1,500,
wnich is fully insured. It was only
through the manly and heroic work of
the fire company that the block was
saved. Messrs. Wiley & Parker will
commence at once to rebuild. The mer-
chants in this block desire to thank the
fire company arid all citizens for prompt
and efficient work.
Henry and George Bullard, both citi-
zens of this city, while antler the influ-
ence of drink Saturday night, became
very boisterous and by their dlaorderly
conduct involved themselves In several
difficulties, one of which came near ter-
minating with fatal result.. Some time
previous to Saturday one of the brothers
had some words with Capt. Tom Greer
and parted with the latter in a very bad
humor. Saturday night indignation at
the imaginary insult which he had suf-
fered at Capt. Greer's hands took roil-
Revision of his inflamed fancy and aceorn-
panied by his brother he marched over
to Capt. Greer's house on Elm street.
That gentleman had retired and was first
apprised of their presence ey a huge
rock crushing through his glass front
door. Quickly arousing himself and
Instructing the female members of his
family to be quiet lie seized a email gun
belonging to his little boy and fired at
the two men. Without taking the time
to investigate the result of dila ahot,
Capt. Greer seized hie revolver and
opening the door rushed out and fired
several additional 'Mote at the retreating
forms. By this tittle two policemen
attracted by the shots, had arrived and
made prisoners of the Messrs. Bullard
George was shot in the eshy portion of
the abdomen and the wound bled pro-
fusely hut he is not considered in dan-
ger. When the effects of the liquor hal
died out both of the brothers regrettet
yielding to an impuis4t which Was not
natural and which they would have
scorned in their sober momenta.
Go to A. G. Bush for boots and shoes PREFERRED LOCALS.
and save money.
The inspection car weed through the
city Tueetlay night.
John McPherson, who has been quite
sick for several days, is new at his post
&gal n
Mies Mal Ware, who has been quite
sick of remittent fever, is now COW/P.
'went.
Dr. Sergeant bas had a telephone
placed in his residence. Call 95 when
you we'd him.
Rev. Mr. Lewis ling movel into what
Is known as the Bold were place on west
Seventh itreet.
The new coat of paint which the
court house is receiving will iniprove
its appearance very much.
Charles Winchester, a brakeman on a
freight train, was killed by falling from
a cur, [rear Corbendale Thursday.
dust received a car load of Superior
barb wire, 2 and I points-the beet made.
warhno J NO. R. URKICN it Co.
Messrs Bryan and Will Hopper con-
template adding a music department to
their book and stationery store. Such a
step would doubtless prove profitable.
Mrs. Wailer while walking up Main
street Tuesday stepped an a banana
peel and was thrown to tics pavement.
Her ankle was severely sprained, but
she was not injured further than this.
IVagons-Tenneseee and Studebaker,
both cast and steel skeins anti steel hol-
low%Nkatstim0le. Low for C11811.
JNO. R. GREKN rt Co
'Die Clarksville Progress man drys his
tears and consoles himself with this bit
of philosophy : Take It easy, go to wotk,
be happy and wait for 1-$92. It is only
four years, and it has been a hundred
times as ion sluice Columbus discovered
America.
The old Mall of the Clarkeville Tobacco
Lest mays: 'Die reduction of the culture
of tobacco is inevitable. Abstention in
toto for one or two years until the con-
sumption of the world could work off
this old accumulated stock if possible
would be advisable.
The Clarksville Chrouicle wants in-
formation in regard to Messrs. Craig,
McCauipbell arid G ty, of the umber.
land University, who, when lest seen
were a ith the pretty Hopkinayille ex-
cursionists. Supposition is that they
are entered the on books of Betlit I Col-
lege through etuietake.
Clarksville Chronicle: Mr. S. C. Mer-
cer, who accompanied the excursionists
from Hopkinsville yesterday, is one of
the oldest journalists in Kentucky. He
published a paper in Hopkinsville be-
fore the war, and edited it with ability.
He is a smooth forcible writer, and was
always respectful to those who differed
with 1111n.
- ••••••••••••
The leading tobacconiets and ware-
housemen of this city are expecting to
handle a large proportion of the crop of
'88, grown through this and surround-
ing counties, and are making extensive
preparations with this end in view.
The Hopkinsville board will be as
strong if not stronger [hats ever before.
Two additional inspectors will be
elected November 20th.
Westesoi Tobacco Journal is ills
posed to raj dee over the entrance
tobacco 11141111facturers into the politleal
arena. It says -two tobacco manufact-
urers ran for corigreent. Mr. E. C. Vena-
ble, the well known Petersburg, (Vs.)
manufacturer, WU on the Democratic
ticket, and despite the district is usually
Republican, owing tn a split in that
party lie was elected by a good majority.
Mr. Robert Hamilton, of Covington.
Ky., a ell known for hie connection
with "Bull Dog' Plug, opposed Speaker
Carlisle in his district, but Was beeten
by a large majority, although he polled
a larger vote than is usually given to a
Republican candidate.
HOW DOCTORS CONQUER DEATH
Doctor Walter K. liammotel says:
"After a long experieece I have come
to the conclusion that two-teirds of all
deaths from coughs, pneurnonie and
consumption, might be avoided if Dr.
Acker's English Kennedy for Consump-
tion, were only carefully used In time."
This wonderful Remedy is sold under a
positive guarantee by II. B. Garner.
First A narchiso-"Here's a quotation
about 'sweetness long dre.vn out.' I
wonder what Was the origstel epplics-
tioni of the phrase?" Second Anarchist
-"It refers to stale beer I suppose."
PREFER I? EP LocA
$2 00 Ladies Shoes. 'fry feu- Special
Dongola $2 00 Stile's. (01- Ladies. We
carry the Iner Chef school Shove that
tier] rot be Equell• 41 in this State.
Respt. N. B. Sii)er.
TO SELL.-A spiendi I Pony, rides
and works well. Cheep.
CLILMKSTS UKTR11, Milk Man.
Bryan Hopper. Willie Hopper.
We have, as Hopper Bros., opened a
new stock of Backs, Stationery, Wall-
paper, Toilet Articles and Notion.' at
No. 6, Thourpeon Block, two doors be-
low Bank of Hopkinsville. Thankful
for the past patronage giver. 114 at the
old stand in our old business, we solicit
Its continuance at our new store
11OPPER BROS.
Having sold out the Hopper stock of
drugs and leased the store house former-
ly occupied by Hopper it Son to Wyly
it Burnett, we respectfully ask all throw
indebted to the firm of hopper it Son
to call at our new place of business and
settle.
1101'I'ER BROS,
East side Main street, two door.; below
Bank of Hopkinsville.




No. ll 7th Street.
In returning thanks to hint numerous
patrons and the public generally for the
support accorded him in the past. F.
'I'. Gorman begs to inform them that he
is now receiving anti opening hie stock
of choice woolens for fall and winter,
and advises an early inspection of the
above goods. Ile begs to draw special
attention to the fact that all work is ex-
ecuted by a staff of first-class workmen,
under his own personal supervision, so
that custornera may rely upon getting
tirNtelniar desirous toiZritng.li  retain the confidence
hitherto reposed in him, he is deter- We write all classes
mined to have all ordere, eritruated to of fire and tornado In-him to be made end trimmed in the very
best manner and at the lowest possible , surance and prompt
price,
settlements in case of
Wraps! Wraps! Wraps!
Call at N. B. Shyers.' and inspect our
line of Jackets, Morljeekaa and I inproved
New Markets. Also an Elegant line of
Misses' and children's Wraps. PRICE
RIGHT. N. B. Shyers' corner.
ANDERSON & TATE
Will furnish and deliv-







&c. Give them a call.
Railroad
Is all the talk with the men, but our
Low Priced Furniture
Of all grades is all the TALK with the
LADIES. All ladle.; like nice 'Lingo
and for that reason we would like for
everyilatlylin the county to come in and
see our nice
ar C) C) a gig
Which are atacked from BOTTOM to
Ti )P. and we will give )(es etch prices
on all our
FURNITURE
That have never been heard of before.
We keep constantly on Mind all grades
of Metall(' anti NVocsi CoMiro and Cant-
kets. All grades of Cloth Caskets on
hand constantly, and furnished day or
night.
Thompson & McReynolds.
No 10 Main Street.
C. M. LATHAM'S
rri: Gift Dist ihtio0.
Ex t raordinar y inducements iit
Dry Gocds and Notions.
In addition to the inducements offered
in the very low prices of every article
In inydrotiee, I have deterniined to give
to each cash purchaser of every ONE
DOLLAR'S worth of goods a TICKET
in the following list of presents which
are absolutely worth the prices named:
Ift•wewooil Upright Piano, '11 arranted, WO 00
Silt-1100h Henrietta dress ... . . .. 12 00
Elegant Smyrsa Rue ---------7    60
Life size do I. drewed . . 12 00
Gold-head Silk Umbrella ... . . 7 00
pair Gent's Fine Shoes   6 00
pair Ladies' Fine Shoes. .. ........ . 4 04)
Genre Traveling Bag   4 00
Fine Embroidered Lambrequin 5 to
/ inc Table Cover 4 no
}I; Doz. Ladies' Fine How 3 5e
% coz Gent's Fine Hume 3 ire
-1 Dee. Fine Napkins --------3 iie
1 Dez. Poe Towels .. ..
Doz Genre Hanilkerc.hicfs. 2 O




se Oct. Ladies' keit) Handkerchiefe 1 00 5.
rine Silk Muffler 1w'
pair Fine Kiil Glove* 1 75
pair Colored Kid Gloves . I 71
lap. Wort lxix II oe
Isne• Chair Tidy I (Si
GenCaTie I OS
Fancy Bath-towel . 50
Fancy Fruit Basket 50 I
Bolt Maaonville Demerit C 6 00
Nantailles Quilt . .. ... ... . 1 50
pair Gent's tilovee .. . . . I 00
1 pair Gent's FlIle Suependere   1 00 t
•
The above presents are on exhibition
in my show window. Do not fail to see
them.
Remember that each CAA purchase of
Olio iiollar entitles you In One ticket, ten
dollars ten te•kete, aryl so 011.
C. M LATHAN!.
R RENT
In Fain iew,Ky . for '89,
a frame store house, a
house and lot, also 20
acres cf land with a
dwell:ng on it, adjoin-
ing the town.
%VASIL!) To BORRoW -for 3 years,
two thousand dollans, at 5 per cent.
Morrgetge on real votete with double
this amount.
We will -41-1, ter rent the F. B Camp-
bell, Dowry farm t.f 200 >woe', 3 !mica
from coy on Cadiz pike. A bargaie
IVe a ill eel' or rent tile Bryant
Owsiet him of 400 acres, near 'towel
Station. gilds ferin is fine le soil and
well improved.
For Rent for 1889.
The litirbridge Howie, 25 rooms.
2 Store Remo) mi Ninth street.
2 Dwellings ot]
Vaeeet Lot on Railroad "
1 Dwelling nit Seventh street.
1 '' '' Ninth "
3 "
5 66 
" SOUtli Main street.
" Campbell "
3 61 " Liberty
2 o " North Main :'
5 
•6.






" :1 lis: 1;1; Itt' Maui(gl  
3 " Secoed
2 64 " Bryan's Addition.
2 . " Jesup Avenue.
1 .. " Burgess Street.
2 near Colored M. E. Church.
For Sale
Arnie Livery litisine/s, brick sithd
(lout game stock and vehicles in finite
huts covitlitiou; at Princeton, Ky., ;
ive and growing town.
• A Todd county farm, 5 miles south
of Trenton. Ky., containing 239 scree;
75 acres in timber; adjoining the land
of 'flaire. Beasley, dee'd., bsrt Tally and
Thos. Webb. This lend Is located in
the best tobacco unit whoa section in
Todd county. Improvements, a good
bar:), stables find tenement houses. We




500 Pairs Ladies Extra long Black
Kid Gloves at 25 cents, all numbers.
Also, 250 Pairs Kid Gloves Black, all
Sizes at 45 eta.
350 Pairs Real A lexereler Kid Gloves,
all the new Slimier; with borderer anti
Braid to match. Also in Black at 'Acts.
Theme goods were made to sell at $1 50
l'er Pair at N. B. Shyers' corner.
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
IlurItieeeLl LODOZ. II, A. 7. • A. M.
Bryan Beppu'', W. M.
Loege meets at Masonic Hall, aid story
Thompson Block, filet Monday night in each
mouth.
ORIENTAL CHAPTER NO. 14., ft. A.
Thomas Rodman, it P
Stated convocations 2d Monday of eae
month at Masonic Hall.
MOORE COMMANDERY NO.6, K. T.
Sr. Kt.0 . H. Deitrich, R. C.
Meeta 4th Monday in each month at Masonic
zIOTAL ARCANUM, BOYKIN eTILLE COUN
CIL, NO. 554
Jo..!. Landea, R sett.
Meets Id anti 4th Thursdays each month at
J. I. Landes' office.
MOAYON COUNCIL NO.Is4,;H0811LN FRIEN Lib
M. Lipstine, Chief Counselor.
Meets at 1.0.0. V. Itatl, jul an3 4th Monday le
each month.
CHRISTIAN LODGE, NO. IMO, K. 01/ N.
a. M. Anderson, Dictator.
' Meets Ise and ard Tuesday in eves month at
Et, M. Andarson,. Hall.
.112 ERGREEN LODGE. NO. as K. OF I'.
All Clark, CC.
Lielge meets the Id and 1th Thursdays in e•-
ery month at Howe's Hall,
ENDOWMENT RANK, K. OF?.
L. R. Davis, Preset.
Meets lel Montlay in every month at R. M.
eudereon's Hall.
KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDIN CROStl.
B. B. Nance, N. C.
R. A . Rogers, K of L.
Meets the tat and Id Fridays in each mono
ANCIENT ORDER OF UNITED WORKMEN.
W. H. Lee, m. W.
Time of meeting, Id and 4th Tuesdays at Mc-
Canny, Bente I Co.'s office.
*
GREEN RIVER LODGE, NO. 64, I. O. O. F.
A. S. Caldwell, N. G.
Meete every Friday night at!. 0. 0. F. Hall.
MERCY ENCAMPMENT, NO. al, I. 0.0.
F. Y. Henderpon, C. P.
Lodge meets tat and Iii Thursday nights at I.
0. 0 r. Hall.
ORDER OF THE IRON HALL.
John kloayon, P. C. J.
Meets 4th *ednesday in each month at John
Moayinee
FLORENCE LODGE, NO IT, DAUGHTER6
ORF EBEKA.
Meets 3rd Monday night at 1.0 0. F. Hall
COLORED LODGES.
UNION BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
Meets tat and Id Monday evening In vac
nonth, 7 14 o'clock, at their lodge room, Main
itreet, second story over Hoosier anti Overebin-
Ws building. R. McNeal, President; Ned Tur-
ler, Sec'y.
FREEDOM LODGE, NO. IS, U. B. F.
Meets let and 2ril Tuesday nights In Postell's
-tail, Court street. E. W.Glass, W. el; L. S. ,
luckner, Secretary.
MUSADORA TEMPLE, NO. 18, S. OFF.
Meets lit and 4th Tuesdays in each month in
.'. B. F. Hall Pesten'. blook Court street.
eugusta ktomen, W. P; Carrie Banks D. P
iatie Casky. Secretary
10PRINSVILLE LODGE, NO. itos, G. U. O.
OF 0. F.
Meets Ind and 4th Monday nights at /looser
ind Overshiner's Ha II Main street. Charles
lesup N. G; William Gray, V.0; K. W. Glass.
'.8; William Clark N. F.
gYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. 1907, G. N. 0.
OF F.
and Ird Wednesday night, of each




1 T Trowbridge. Elizabetb Stuart Phelps.
if argaret Sidney . :seines, 1.nek•.
endrew I.ang Jean Ingelow.
. ease Benton Fremont. John strange Winter.
Oistta Coolidge. Noah Brooks.
tide. the Boy- King Meitner lijorth Boy- ,
erien's new drametic ballad, iltu-traterl by t
Howard rye.
SERI 4 I. STORIES.
Due Adventures of David Vane and David
1 rase. Sy J. T. Trowbridge. Splendid ,
story, swarming with real Yankee young '
toll.
,ice Little Peppere Midway. By Margaret ,
8iilary. The beet of home stories. I
I Little kniatit of LA1).r By Suean cooedge
A girl wit. eought ner fortiine "'mew lots. '
Iybil Fair's Fairneea. By eharles R. Talbot
Story of waetitube an I steamboats
trEti I Es F ARTICLES.
i'.arle Days in the Wilil West. By Jesse Menton
Fremont. Thrilling true tales. xf all of
which Mrs Fremont herself was a part.
:hildreo of the White House Br. Mrs Har-
riet Taylor Upton The Ii fuetrated Na
Donal articles.
:ooliery in the Public Schools. By Salle Joy 1
is lute. Introduees the succesefu: Boston
experiment to other whom..
,tones of the Famous Precious Stones. By
Mrs Grelilard urpen. Romantic true tales 1
laisy'a Letters to Patty Br Mrs. William
("rein short Letters on Soeial Matters.
IllsS RISLEY sIEWARD'S TRUE StORIES
I The haughtiest Boy I Ever Met. 11. My I
irandfather with Commodore Perry. III.
on the Star Bey IV. A statemn a's Pets.
INTERESTING PEOPLE.
. The Coy John Burroughs. Ile John Bur-
roughs With portrait at twenty. II.
"II H." By Susan Coolidge. Portrait
from Miss Aartel's (*hareem" III Pet
Marjorie. By Mrs F. A. Humphrey. With
pyrtrait of Pet. Miirjorie from water-color
by her sister.
BENI A RE A 111.11 s HOR l' sTo MI Es, 1
'um Turn Ity John strange Winter.
V ho Won the Todd ieth Waite Prize?* By FAIL% -
heth Stuart Phelps
'he silver lien. By Mary E. Wilkins.
tiro ate the Queen's Luncheon! By Susan
Coolidge.
lin. By Greer. Denio Litchfield.
Aso short soiree; and articles by eelney Lusk*,
:ore. G. Kingsley, roah Brooks, Elbreige S.
roots, etc
NoTABLE ARTICLES
low Many 'moan,, in the Collet States Ily
Major General 0. 0. Howard.
i•hing in the Tweed and Yarrow By Andrew
Lang.
Orly A meresn in clay. By Emilie Pouleson
, C ithee rem Dance. A novel Laster entertain-
ment By E. L. 111 is illis
,m- mese the ?amnion By Mrs. Alphonee
Bernhard k nietur of Gen Grant)
, Tr/oil...and Jock-kin% es By Prof. 0 T.
1111..on.
oohs of Noted Women. Ily Mew Rieley Seward.
°eine by Jew, I ageless'. el K. H.. cue.,!' ctures,
Puszles, Post-Oelee and Prise• Queetione I
Only 62 lea year. to, el pay to agents
'I he book Visit Little Peppers and How They
new, by Margaret Sidney. will be preeenued
i etery one wending • subscription for Wide 
wale, ls'411. together with a subscription for C
abyland, IWO. 6.-. . .. .ree inuiar, ini
direct to the publishers. 11. Isnlirop tAimpatty,
Itoston. to pay for the two euleirriptions and the
postage and peeking of the bent.




H-'S THE LARGEST CIRCULA-I ism of any Defier P•PICR mi 1,011IS-
vine. The only evening paper that
prints the news of the United Press as-
sociation.
Average circulation for tile last six
months over 15,000.
It is tire home paper for the people of
the Ohio "alley.
As a e...eoloior it takes the front
rairk, while the general literary /newt-
meet makes it emphatically the Family
l'aper of the South.
Subscription..
By mail. 50 cents per mentli (postage
free) $5 (X) per year (postage free).
THE LOUISVILLE POST.




loss. Real estate bought
I and sold on commis-
sion. Loans negotiated, A
houses rented and rents
collected; property list-
ed with us for sale ad-
W Ile you are up town Shopping drop
In at Shyers' corner and see what we
have to offer you. We are eight along
with our brothers and If we do lint get
ahead of them, we certainly trot along
by their side.
Our Suck is simply immense this
Fall, give us a little lock. Respt. N. 11.1
Shyer.
rew Hall,
!Writ INSVILLE, b e
Dealer in
vertised free of charge •tinrallito alld Marble Iollafficuts!to owner.
Tobacco Insurance
We will write insurance on tehaeco
Best Material & Workmanship
in berme
allis & Coe
Main St. 1', 0. Building.
-AT--
BOTTOM FIGURES.
TIM'S MIN! 011f MilSiC,
And our concert captivates customers because
the silvery sound means sound silver, saved to
every mother's son of them. We are willing to
let
Competitors Ploy the Lyre!
There's no denying that they are great on that
instrument and play with a good deal of vim
but the lyre doesn't last like our instrument.
WE BLOW OUR HORN!
To announce another bargain offer in which
we intend to paralyze prices and pulverize
profits on every line of goods we carry. Noth-
ing reserved, nothing exempt, but big reduc-
tions all round.
WE PLAY BY NOTE!
And if you set before us a Treasury Note for
one, two, or five dollars, we will play so that
you will laugh till the gunpowder runs out of
the heels of your boar. Bring along your notes
and we'll make the music at
IKE LIPSTINE'S,
Gish Building - Corner Main and Ninth.
Startling Reports from the U. S. Weather Bureau!!
WE
Blizzards in the East; Tornadoes in the South; Thunder in the North; Earthquakes
n the West; BITTER COLD, ICE, SNOW, SLEET and HAIL in Christian and adjoin-
ng counties. And you are going to need lots of warm clothing and underwear to keep
ou warm. You will want to know when you can buy these goods cheapest, andthe NEW
RA ,proposes to give you the desired information Just listen and we will tell you of a
lace where you can buy:
Men's and Boy's Good Cotton Undershirts for - - - - 25c.
" Wool Mixed Undershirts and Drawers for 36c.
ItLI
66 46 44
Scarlet (all wool guaranteed) Undershirts 39c.
Men's and Boy's Good Heavy Camel's Hair (good imitation)
hirts and Drawers - - - - - - - - 49c.
Men's and Boy's Fine Medicated Scarlet Lamb's Wool Shirts
nd Drawers - - - - - - 75c.
Men's and Boy's Finest Medicated Scarlet Lamb's Wool Shirts
nd Drawers - - $1 00
Best Quality Drill Drawers - - - 30c.
Good Canton Flannel. Drawers - - 35c.
Best - - - 50c.
White Wool, Natural Wool, Fancy Merinos and Camel's Hair Suits at lower prices
nd better qualities than you ever saw. Yes, more than this, we will direct you to a house
-here you can buy Clothing, Suits and Overcoats at HALF PRICE.
A Good Heavy Unlined Overcoat, original mark $7 00 sells now for $3 50.
An Extra " ‘, ‘• .• " 10 00 64 66 ,. 5 00.
" All-wool 44 64 44 46 12 00 66 64 " 6 00.
Fine all-wool Chinchilla .• " 64 19 00 " C‘t C6 9 50.
Finest Imported Wide Wale worsted " ,, 19 00 ., 4, 4, 9 50.,
Medium Good Part Wool Children's suits for $1 00.
Better 4, ,, 44 6, 44 from $1 50 to $2 25.
Finest ., 66 ,6 64 6• •4 3 50 to 7 50.
Men's All-wool (guaranteed) Cassimere Suits, original mark $13 50 sell now for$6 75
" Better Goods, original mark $15 00, 18 50, 20 00 and 22 50 at just one-
alf the price. % r
If you will read the balance of this advertisement you will learn of a place where you
an buy the best 50c. unlaundried shirt in America. A good fur cap for The., worth $1 50.
amless cotton socks, GOOD WEIGHT, for Sc., worth 10c. Beautiful line of neckwear
or 25c., worth 50c. Suspenders for 5, 15 and 20 cents, worth double and tribble the
money. Now where these goods came front-how they were secured at these prices-
whether they were smuggled, stolen, or bought for spot cash from some poor manufacturer
hanging on the ragged edge of bankruptcy-makes no difference to you. If you can buy
a No. 1 all-wool suit for $0 75, you are willing to take it and ask no questions. You are
not going to puzzle your brain about it, are you? Well we guess not. You may not be-
lieve the above reports, for they do sound incredible, but if you will drop into Glass' Cor-
ner on any fine day, and don't find the above true to the letter, we will give you a year's
subscription free of charge. It's wonderful, but it's true. You will find the biggest stock
of Clothing, Underwear and Furnishing Goods ever opened in Hopkinsville, but of course
at above prices, they cannot last long ahd we would advise all our friends to lay in their
winter clothing before this stock is broken. Remember the place. It is
6, 66
Mixed Paints of all kinds, jobbers of Window
Glass, Painter's Supplies, etc.
Send for prices. They will cost you noth-
ing and we defy all eompetitors.
CA-.116.11ZYCIII.A.T.
Large Stock. Well Assorted. Prices Low. Work a Specialty.
57 Franklin Street, Clarksville. Tenn






Never equaled in the South! Prices lower than ever
before! Don't miss seeing it.
Hendrick's hina Hall,
'209 N. College Street. NASHVILLE, Tenn.
NEW HOUSE, NEW GOODS, NEW IDEAS,
lin PRINS AND OLD ZUZIIIVICL.
A. MILLER PAINT CO.,
Cor. 1st and Locust Streets, Evansville, Ind.
Harper's Magazine is the most useful, enter-
taining, and beautiful periodical in the world.
Among the attractions for lfeie will be a new
novel-an American story*, entitled 'Jupiter
Lottits"-by Constance 1' Woolson; illustra-
Does or :•thekespeare'd oinedleA by K. A. .1b-
hey ; a aeries of articles on I:mom, illustrated
by T. de Thulatrup; papere on the Dominion of
Canada and a characteristic serial by Charles
Dudley Werner; three "Norwegtaa Studies,"
by Byernstorne Bjornson, illustrated; "Com-
modua," a htstoncal play by the anther of
"Ben-Her," illustrated by J. R. Weguelin, etc.
The Editorial Department are conducted by
George William (urtis. W,ihilw Dean Howell.
and Charles Dudley Warner.
HARPER'S PERIODICALS.
Per Tear:
HARPER'e MAGAZINE 54 00
HARPER'S WEEKLY 4 00
HARPER'S BAZAR  4 00
HARPER'S YOUNG PEOPLE  $ 01)
Postage Free to all subscribers in the Intel
Iiitate•N Canada. or•Mexlco
The volumes of the Magazine begin with the
Numbers for June and December of each year
When no time is spocitled, solocriptions will
begin with the Number current at the time of
receipt of order.
Bound volumes of liarper'a Magazine, for
three years back, in neat cloth binding, will he
sent by mail. poet-paid, on receipt of $11 On per
volume. Cloth Cues, for binding. fie cents each
Grinders and hianufacturers of White Lead] -by mail, pord-pairl.
Index to Harper'. Magazine, _Alphabetical,
Analytical, and Classified, for Vii times 1 to 7.4
inclusive. from June, PM. to June, 15$15, one
vol., /Ivo, Cloth, 114 00.
Remittances should be made by Post-Offlee
Money Order or Draft, to avouch clianee of loss.
Newspapers are tot to ropy this advertise-
' meat without the ex press order of lIarper
I Brothers. Address:
HARPER A 'monism, New York.
ESTRAY NOTICE.
Taken up a. estray by R. M Mersehem being
on the Cadiz road one awl one half m lee from
Hopkineville in c hristian county oft the lar
mot, one black hog, &Fed 11.11,Ali six mouths,
having very Mort tail but having no other
marks or Irraul.. end trhieh I have appraised,
at lb, %tine of three dollars.
Witness no hand this btli day of November,
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WIsy easeet Henderson tobacconists
go In and build a big warehouse similar
to those at Hopkinsville and Clarksville,
and open a regular market here? There
is no reason way not. Therefore let's
build it.
Friday the several cues of the com-
monwealth of Kentucky septette the par-
ties indicted for setting up and main-
taining gambling machines at the lair
grounds during the last meeting of the
Henderson lair company were called
and the defendant,' made default and
their bonds amounting in the aggregate
to the snug round sum of sixteen hun-
dred dollars were lot feited:
Clarksville Chroalule:
It is reported In one senatorial dis-
trict in West Tennessee where there
were two candidates, one a Democrat,
the other an Independent, the Democrat
received every vote cast, the Independ-
ent not even voting for himself.
The tobacco congress meets in this
city November, 28th. It is to be hoped
that the Clarksville tobacco district will
be largely represented and the non-
production question will be definitely
settled at the meeting.
Clarksville Democrat.
A man named Hammel; and his son
came to Clarksville from Christian
county Friday, and by the time night
came the younger Hancock grew
quite merry and amused himself
shying rocks at a Franklin street
electric light. Officer Renton
caught him at it and attempted to arrest
him. Hancock J r., resieted, and snatch-
ing the offleer's clue, darted dew.' the
street. Hancock Sr., iii the meantime.
taking an active part in the scuffle.
When Hancock ran away Benton fired
two shots over his head, which set the
young man thinking and he halted.
Officer Giniey Ciliate up and gathered in
the old man, while Benton marched
Hancock Jr., to the lock up,
Saturday morning, Recorder Bailey,
fined the young man $.50 and costa and
the father 110 and the requisite $2.50.
Plies! Piles! Itching Piles.
Symptoms-Moisture; intense itching
and stinging; most at night; worse by
scratching. If &Hewed to continue tu-
mors form, which often bleed and ul-
cerate, bee...online very sore. Swayne's
Ointment stops the itching and bleed-
ing, heals ulceration, and in most cases
removes the tumors. At draggists, or
by mall, for 50 cents. Dr. Swayne &
Son, Philadelphia.
Ant:leek Elate&
ANTIOCH, Ky., Nev. l2.-Mr. George
Cox and Miss Lillie Dorris were united
in marriage at the residence of the
bride's father, Mr. Bill Lewis, of Con-
cord neighborhood a few days since.
Mr. R. S. Ralston is on the sick list.
Mr. L. R. Yancey spent Saturday
night near Casky.
Master Arkley 'Yancey has been suf-
fering from a spider bite. grease.
Ines by was seek, we gave hee Crates*
When she was • Child, ales cried for Castoria.
When she became Mies, she clung to Castor*
Whim OM had Chiklesa, saw gayeties CSIllterills
Eclipsed Everything.
CaorroN, KY., Nov. 5 -The :ex-
citement incident to the success of the
Republicans and the agitation of the
railroad tax was totally eclipsed this
morn Ing,w hen it wasdiscovered thatCarr
Long's cow had dropped three calves
last night. They are well developed,
alive and kicking. These freaks of
nature attracted quite a crowd and It
Is conceded that the prosperity of the
country under the new order of things
was well augured by the Increase iii
supply of beef. Carr thinks that none
got away and theeretures are all In and





This powder never varies. A marvel Of purl-
,. strewth tad wholesomeness More seoacins•
Leal than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be solo
in competition with the multitude of low test,
short weight alum or phosphate powders. SW
owl, (worms. ROYAL B•itses Powell CO ,led
Wall Street. N. T.
Pines ProtroY roe CATA1Kin
glees inimedtste relief. I,starrhal
virus IR 4.01 trOji. -
tem. and the dm-weed oto, f the
moron. memheane ii re-placed by
zwaltby hecretutith
The doer is emo I. 4n.. package
ountatati • sullkasut quaLtsty (Ii A
tong trewensees.
CATARRH
A Cold In the Head 5. r•Iteverl Sc
ea appiheation letw., remedy for
=It 1St this way r worth many11., The rout8,rt to he sot
them tts ens%
Easy and piessuat to uer.
Pries, Sionita. Sold by druggists;
or sent by man.
LT. Hazstritss, Warren. Pa.
goo
The BUYERS' GUIDE('
Issued /Larch and Sept.,
each year. It Is an (roily.
elopes:Its of useful Infor-
matIon for all who pur-
chime the laza:ries or the
neematues of life. Wecan clothe you and furnish you with
all Us n•e . scary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk. dance, @leen,eat, fish. hunt. work, go to church.or stay at home. and In various muses,styles and quantities. Just figure outwhat Is rug tured to do all these thing*-- _ CeillifiRTIIIILT. and you can makes lairestimate of the value of tbs BUYERS'GUIDE, which will be gent uponrace., ,,f 10 cents to pay postage,






Cello Nosrower. r`roire. AO, In oseelot Cot- e
°Sinft:erIen vs CAL 44,4 irepens,.In 04.4-14,41.4,1
thiallionAs 1., I 04a.
1.8• ern. um Le. re.*Ctrs* /0+0 •c.$ erg,' Is
wane wropeere, sell hears err
trot -JO; tiA hi., ,t-sh..rt,frtxt Ceoffeewbs'el, •,.! thetwAnitliassassetereetefJ,Aa W.
,tle,A. r21,-pse • ea.
laskonoes,11 L, U A.
CALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
The roma and Largest Hotel in the City.
Illatos1111.1b0 se 04.00 Per Day,
According to Location.
'Turkish and Russian Baths in Hotel
Epoch.
The transition from long, lingering
and painful sickness to robust health
makes an epoch in ',este life of the in-
dividual. Such a remarkable event is
treasured in the memory and the agency
whereby the good health has been at-
tained is gratefully bleseed. Hence it is
that so much is heard in praise ef Elec-
tric Bitters. So many feel they owe
their restoration to health DO the use of
the great alternative and tonic. If you
are troubled with any disease of Kidney
Liver or Stomach, oe long or short
Mending you will surely find relief by
use of Electric Bitters. elei at 50e. and
II per bottle at if. B. IS ertier'e City
Pharmatty.
"I was &Memel poor when I was
boarding," *aid Srulth. "flow did you
reak• yeur money then ?" asked Jones.
"I began to keep boarders myself."
DO NOT SUFFER ANY LONGER.
Knowing that a cough can be checked
In a day, and the Brat stages of con-
sumption broken its • week, we hereby
guarantee Dr. ifeker's English Remedy
for Consumption, and will refred the
money to all who buy, take it as per (ti-
res:dorsi, and JO 110C Mut oar statement
correct. Sold by H. B. Garner.
Covington-n1 imagine, Miss Goth-
am, that your friend from Boston, of
whom you so often speak, is beautiful,
blithe not?" Mesa Gotham--"Well-er-
Penelope le a pleasieg person, Mr. Mur-
ray, but she la from Boston, you know."
Came to the Dance.
Allegretto Moderato - Au.
• •
2












the dance, Gay heartsare hounding, Dates, ens - ti not., weet ly are so:noting; Ala! to thy









- - - -
All there must how; Fair though they he, Fain-sir art thou. what can coin-pare




de. menoi cres 
With thy dark hair? Eyes that, lik stars, Plane forth no





bright tar; sylph • like and fleet Those tap'ring





In tho glad dance, Mov - log
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la, Tm, is, is,
114_
Is wast-Ing. O'er you glad!
la la,lit,la,la, Du the brisk Jo' ta,Gay hearts are
ee-
gegia
helaeaesseseCome to the dance,love,ThOu shalt reign queen.
 • • a •• •--Ai 
 • r 4-- • s
pa. • pa.
Teachers' Association.
The Christian Ghent), Teachers' stemm.
elation assembjed in room C. public
school building, November 3rd 1888,
with the "faithful few" present.
The meeting was opened with prayer
by the caalrman, Prof. S. L. Frogge.
As Prof. Holt and Prof. Campbell,
the gentlemen to whom the aduress ot
welcome anti response were assigned,
were absent; the erat subj -tct-"Methods
In Common Fractions"-Was discussed
by Profs. Pitman and Newton.
Mrs.-M:1(.1mm, wi:h ii r briget little
class, gave us some very velure!. Ideas
on '•tfew to Interest Children." Sic
At1,1 the little ones first to tit * trip,
choosing the lightning express In pref.
erenee to the freight or pareteriger
Entine in wheel to travel. She heel ate
lected and arranged from the first read-
er, wine words on the blaekbeard, aid
the ehildren were to reed them femora
big to the speed of the train upon which
they were traveling. She gave us va-
rious ways by which she Interestml her
children at the public school.
"Trustees arid their Work," assigned
to Mr. Joiner, in lila absence was vety
ably disposed of by Prof. Frogge and
others.
Prof. C. II. Deitriele in unreel:leg lele
theme-"Practical Buelneste Lessons,"
madeohree grand divisions, Yu:
1. School eliseipliote, undar iikh
comes morel treiteing. 11114 hi' divider
into reoecnuy, getierspeity, beeetuleitee,
etc.
2. Intellectual trainitig, from which
we learn to plan.
3. Manual traitoing, from which we
learn the plans learued under intellect-
ual traieing. last divi-joi. being
by far the moot important of the three.
A motion made by Prof. Pitman we*
uimitimously carried to appoint a coin
tuittee LO arrarigei a program tor the
next meeting, for whielf Miss N os
S-ark, Mrs. McKet Me mid Prof. A. G
Beecham were selected
Meeting *Mourned till 1 p. in.
The pat ties to whom the tirst sierjmt
iti the afternoon eat asaigned being ab-
sent, the next in order wale an essay by
Miss West, subject, " l'he Purikans "
"County Exanonere mei their Wolk,"
was utisfactorily treated by Mint Stalk.
The gentlemen to whom "Common
Schools and their Coudition,1 was tut,-
signed, being absent, Prof. Pitman
kindly opened the discussion and wa
followed by Profs. Frogge, New000t and
others
The program being courelet. .1, nes-
se-Baby was next in order.
ilopkineyille was clime n PA the: Inelet
suitabie place to inert in the %%hoer
months, the next meeting being the first
Saturday in December, leS8 , A com-
mittee was then appointed on arrange-
ment, consisting of Misses Susie Ruth-
erford, Houston and M rs. Brandi:sm.
The program for the next meeting
was read ty Miss Nrra staik, tills.
which the meeting ieljoisrneil. Teach-
ers present were as follows:
Mrs. Bramhatie Mrs. McKenzie, Mrs
Smith, Misses Stark, McKee, McDaniel,
Refiserford, Price, Au win,
Wood, Courtney, Brewer, Weigy, Duke,
and Royalty. Pewee. C. If. Deltriele A.
G. lieeciism, Newton, Pitmati, Means
and Jesaup. S. L. ireouum Chairnu
Jennie West. Asa't arcretere.
By II. RIDER HAGGARD.
••1. gleee 'Fie much pleasure to make
your acquaintance. Miss Smithers," said
the learned doctor, courteously shaking
hands, and bowing to Lady Ilohilhurst-
proceedings which Eustace watched with
the jaundiced eye of suspicion. "lie's
beginning already, the .old viper." said
that ardent lover to himself. "I knew
how it would be. Trust my Gus into his
custody? never. I had rather he com-
mitted for contempt."
"The best thing that I can do. sir,"
went on John Short impatiently, for, to
his severe eye, them interruptions were
not seemly. "will be to at once offer you
inspection of the doeumeet, whirh, I may
state, Is of an unusual character." and he
looked at Augusta, who, poor girl, colored
to the eyes
'Quite so, quite so," said the learned
registrar. "Well. hes Miss Smithers gut
the will? Perham' she will produce it,"
"Miss Smithers is the will," bald Mr.
John Short.
••Oh-I'm afraid that I do not quite
understand"-
"To be more precise, eir, the will Is
tattooed on Miss Smithere."
••Whata" almost shouted the learned
doctor, literally bounding from his chair.
"The will is tattooed upon Miss
Smitherte back," Continued Mr. John
Short, in a perfectly unmoved tone; "and
it is now my duty to offer you inspection
of the document, and to take your in-
structions as to how you propose to file it
in the registry"-
"Inspection of- the elocument-inepec-
tion of the document?" gasped the aston-
ished doctor; "good heavens! sir, I am a
family man, with a reputation to main-
tain."
••Reputation." thought Enstace to him-
self; "after practicing for twenty rears
in the divorce curt he has the impuaence
to say that he has a reputation! What
next, I wonder?"
"I must leave it to you, sir," said Mr.
John Short, regarding the learned regis-
trars shrinking feria with contempt nut
unmixed with pity. "The will Le on the
lady's back, and I, on behalf of the plain-
tiff, mean to get a grant with the docu-
ment annexed."
sav, Lady Fielmhuret," said the doc-
tor, aside to Lady lIelcuhurst, who was
nearest to him, "forgive Inc for askint;
such a question, but-leen-ha-Is it
very low down?"
"..-est very," said Lady Nolmhurst, sol-
emnly, though fthe was, as a matter of
fact, almost bursting with laughter, for
anything more absurd than thee learned
gentleman looked, intrenclied as he was
Lind his office chair, with perplexity
written on his face, it would be Imposat
ble to imagine.
•'Well " he said at length "I suppose
that I must come to a decision, It is a
painful matter, very, to a person of mod-
est temperament. However, I canno 
shrink from my duty, and must face it"
"Old hypocrite," said Euetace to him-
self, with a snarl.
"Therefore," lie went on, with an air of
judicial sternness, "therefore, Mies Smith-
ers, I mu et trouble you to show in° your
back. There is a cupboard there," and
he pointed to the center of the room,
••where you can make-eau-snake thee
necessary preparations"
"Oh, it !sae quite so bad Its that," said.
Augusta, with a sigh, as eho began to re-
move her jacket.
"Dear me," he said, obeerving her
movement with alarm. "I had better lock,
the door. I suppose ehe is hardened," hel
continued to himself as he did so, "but I
dare reay that one gets used to this sort
of thing upon desert islands."
Meanwhile poor Augusta had got her
jacket off. She was dressed hi a rather
low evening dress, and had a white silk
scarf over her shoulders. This she re-
moved as the learnoil registrar returned.
-Oh," he maid, "I stee--lueveningitress.,
\Well, of course, that is quite a different,
matter. Ladies need never wear anything',
to speak of In the evening. Anol so that
Is the will-well, I have had some experie
ence, but I eager saw or heard of any-
thing like it before. Signed and at-
tested, but not dated. Ah, unless," he
added. "the date is lower down."
"No." Bahl Augusta, "there Is no date;
I could not stand any more tattooing. It
was all done at ono sitting, arid I got
faint."
"I don't wonder at it. I am sure. I
think it is the bravest thing I ever he
of," and he bowed with much grace.
"Alt," muttered Eustace, -heat begin-
ning to pay compliments now, insidious
old ruffian!'
"Well," went on Wm innocent and emi-
nently respectable object of his suspicions,
"of course the absence of a date does not
invalidate a will-it is matter for proof,
that is all. lint there. I am not in posi-
tion to) give any opinion about the ease;
. it is quite beyond me, and besides, that is
not my busieees. But now, Miss Smith-
ere. HS yeu have once put yourself in thq
custody of the registry in the _capacity's
of a will, mtght I ask If you have any•
suggestion to make as to how you are tee
he &e.lt. with. Obviously, you cannot be
locked up with the other wills, and
equally obviously It is against the rules
to allow a will to go out of the custody of
the court, unless by especial permission
of the court. Also It is clear that I can-
not put any restraint upon the liberty of
the subject and order you to remain with
me. Indeed, I doubt if It would be possi-
ble to do so by any means short of an act
of parliament: Ct icier these circumstances
I am, I confess, a little confused RS to
admit course ainsuld be taken with refer-
ence to this important will." '
''What I have to suggest. sir," fetid Mr.
Short, •Is that a certiffeel copy of the will
should be filed, and at there should be at
special paragraph inserted in the affidavit.
of scripts detailing the circumstances."
"Ake" mid the learned doctor, polimloi
Mg his eyeglasses, "you have given m
an idea. With Miss Smithery' conger'
we will filo something better than a cer
tilled copy of the will-we will filo a phoe
togra hic copy. The incenvenience to
Miss thers will be trifling, and it
prevent questions being eRIFAA1 hereof ter'
"nave you any objections to that, my
dear?" tusked Lady Iledmhuret.
"Oh, um I suppose not," said Augnatti,
mournfully; "I seem to be public prop-
erty 
•Vneew.Well, then, excuse me for a mo-
ment," said the learned doctor. "There
It a photographer close by whom I have
had occasion to employ officially. I will
-write and see if he can come round."
In a few minutes an answer came back
from the photographer that he would be
happy to wait upon Dr. Probate et 3
'clock. up to which hour he was engiaged.
eWell," said the doctor, "it is clear
that I cannot let Miss Smithers out of
the custody of the court till the photo-
graph is takeu. Let me see-gI think that
yours was toy last appointment this
morning. Now, what do ydn say to the
hiem of react lung to eat? We are not
five minutes' drive from Fin-peones, and I
Omit feel delighted If you will make a
',Immure of a necenaity."
Lady liolnohurat, who was getting very
hungry, mid that she should le most
pleased, and. accordingly, they all-with
the exception if Mr. John Shorn who de-
parted about some business, saying that
he would return at 3 o'clock-drove off in
Lady Rolmlitirste4 carriage to the res-
taurant, where this delightful specimen
oif the genus registrar steed them a men
sumptueus champagne lunch, and mado
himself so agreeable that both the ladies
nearly fell hi lure with him, and even
Eustaco was constraihed to admit to him-
self that good things can come out of the
diaorce court. Filially the doctor wound
up the proceedings, wliich were of a most
lively order, and included an account of
Augusta's ;adventures with a toast.
••I hear from Leidy lloluiliurst," he said,
"that you two young people are going to
tale the preliminary step-urn-toward a
ossiteo fut tire appearance in that court
with which I had for many tears the
honor of being conuected-thnt is, that
pm are going to get married. Now, mat-
rimony is, according to my somewhat ex-
tended experience, an undertaking of a
venturesome order, though eases occa-
eienally come under one's observation
where the results Lave graved to be in
every way eatimfaetory; met I must say
that, if I may form an opinion from the
faets as they ere before me. I .nerer
kflew aa movement entered into
under more proraising or mom romantic
auspices. lien, the young gentleman
guru-role with his uncle in taking the part
of the young lady, and thereby is disin-
herited ef mat wealth. Then the young
hely, ueder the most terrible circum-
stances, takes steps of a nature that not
one woman in five hundred would have
done to restore to him that wealth.
Whether or not those steps will ulti-
mately prove successful I do not know,
and. if I did, like Ilerxietus. I should
prefer not to any; but, whether the
wealth comes or goes, it is impossible but
that a sense of mutual cotaidence and a
mutual respect and admiral ion-that is,
if a more 'quiet thing. certainly, also, a
more enduring thing, than mere 'levee-
must and will result from them. Mr.
Meeson. you are indeed a fortunate man.
In Mess Smithers you are gulag to marry
beauty, courage. and geblus, and if you
will allow an oldish Mall Id some experi-
ence to drop the official and give you a
word of advice, It is Ibis: always try to
deeerve your good fortune, and remember
that a man who, in his youth, finds such
a woman, and is enabled by circumstances
to marry her, Ire indeed-
Smiled on by joy, and cherished of the p_a:a.
And now I will end my sermon, and wish
you both health and happiness and full-
ness of days." and he drank off lois glass
of champagne, and looked so pleasant and
kindly that Augusta longed to kiss hire
on the spat, and as for East ace, he shook
bands with him warmly, and then and
there a friendship began between the two
which endures till now.
And then they all went bark to (ho of-
fice, awl there was the photographer wait-
ing with all his apparatus, tend astonished
enough he was when he tented out what
the jib Was ho to do. Hemmer, the
tad' proveol au easy one enough. as the
light rif the room was suitable, mid the
dark lines of cuttle ink upon Augusta's
snowy skin would, the man said, come
out perfectly in the photograph. So he
took two or three shots at her back and
then departed, baying that he veould bring
a life Idiot reproduction to be file.I in the
registry in a couple of days,
And after that the learned registrar
also shook hands with them, and said that
ho need detain them no longer, as he now
felt justified in allowing Augusta out of
his custody.
And so they dc-parted, glad to have got
over the first step SO pleasantly.
CHAPTER XVIII.
AUGUSTA smES.
Of course., Augusta's story, so far as It
was publicly known, had created no small
stir, which was considerably emphasized
when pictures of her appeared in the illute
tented papers, and it was eiscevered that
she was young and charming.
New, Augusta NVILY a woman of good
nerve and resolution; but this sort of
thing was too trying, and. accordingly,
aecempaniol by Lady Holmium-let, she
went off, that very day, tO :44 'ate rooms in
a little riverside hotel on the Tliamee.
When Eustace, walking down the
Strand, found every phoomieph ettop full
of accurate pietures of the) shoulders of
las Wove-el, ho was tempt furious; an&
rushing to the photograp er who had
takers the picture in the registry, threat.
lug him with proceedings of every sort
and kind. The man admitted outright
that he had put the photographs upon the
market, saying that Le had never stipu-
lated not to do so, and that he could not
Afford to throw away five or nix hundred
pounds when a chance of making it came
in his way.
Thereon Enstace departed, still vowing
vengeance, to consult the legal twins. As
a result of This, within a week Mr. James
Short made a motion for an injunction
Against the photographer, restraining the
sale of tho photographs in question on
the ground that ench sale, being of copies
of a document vital to a cause now pend-
ing In the court, these copies having been
obtained through the instrumentality of
an officer of the court, Dr. Probate, the
sale thereof amounted to a contempt, in-
agranch as, If _ for no other reason, the
pnotographer who Cultelled thelll 'temente
techeicaliy, and tor that purpose only, an
officer of the court, and had, therefore, no
right to part with them, or any of them,
without the leave of the court. It will be
remembered that this motion gave rise to
some very delicate questions connected
with the powers of the court in such a
matter, and also incidentally with the law
of photographic copyright. It is also
memorable for the unanimous and lumin-
ous judement finally delivered by the
lords justices of appeal, whereby the sale
of the photographs WIL9 stopped, and the
photographer was held to have been
guilty of a technical contempt. rufor-
tunately, however, it did not greatly bene-
fit Augusta. the victim of the unlawful
dissemination of photographs of her
shoulders, inasmuch IS the judgtnent was
not siolivi-reil till it week after the groat
care of Nieemel vs. Addison and Another
hiatt been settled.
About a week after Augusta's adven-
ture in Regent etreet a Motion WU made
in the court of probate on behalf of the
defendants, Messrs. Addison and Roscoe,
who were the executors and principal
beneficiaries under the former will of No-
vember, lee.I, demanding that the court
should order the plaintiff to file a further
and batter affidavit of scripts, with the
originel nil! set up by him uttached, the
object, of course, being to compel ati in-
spection of the document. This motion,
which fast brought the whole case under
the notice of the public, was strenuously
resisted by Mr. Jemes Short, and resulted
In thematter being referred to the learned
registrar for his report. On the next mo-
tion day this report was presented, and,
on its appearing from it that the photog-
raphy had taken place in his presence and
accurately represented the tattoo marks
on the Lady's shoulders, the court de-
elined to harms the "will" by ordering
ti) submit to tiny further inspection
before the tried. It was on this ecca.sion
that it transeiree that the Will Was en-
gamel to be married to the plaintiff, a
fact at which the court metaphorically
opened its eyes. After this the defend-
nuts ebtained leave to amend l their an-
swer to the plaintiff's statemeet of claim.
At liteot they had only pleaded that the
-testator had not duly executed the alleged
will in accordance with the provieluma of
I Vic.. cap. :en sec. 2. and that he dud
not knew and approve the contents
thereef. rut now they added a plea to
the effect t hut the said alleged will was
obtained ley the undue influence of Au-
gee: Smithers, Or, as one of the learned
tint -C" for the defenotants put it much
more clearly at .the trial, "that the will
had herself procured the will, by an un-
due projection of her own writ upon the
unwilling mind a the testator."
eeel so the time went on. As often as
Le could, Eestace got away from Loudon,
and went Moen to the little riverside
hi - til, and was as happy as man can be
who has a tremealoue lawsuit banging
over him.
Never a dag passed but some fresh
worry arose. James anti John. the - legal
tottglit like heroes, and held their
own, althoragti their experience was so
inea of talent almost Invariably
do when they are put to it. But it was
ditilealt for Eustsco to keep them sup-
plied even. is ith sufficient money for out
of pocket xpemses; and, of course, as
wria metrei in a ccee in which such
enormous suns; were at stake, end in
which the defendants were already racu
of vast wealth, they fennel the flower of
the entire talent and weight of the bar
arrayed against them. Naturally Eustaeo
felt, and so del Mr. James Short-who,
notwithstanding his pomposity and the
technicality of his talk, wits both a clever
aud a sensible Tenn-that mere couneeh
men of weielit aeol experience, ought to
he briefed; but there were absolutely no
funds for thi3 purpose, nor was anybody
likely to advance any upon the security
of it will tattooed upon a young lady s
back. Thee was awkward, because hue-
CeSS 111 law proceedings so very often
leans toward the weightiest purse, and
Judges, however impartial, being lett men
after alt, cue more apt to listen to an
erg-nu:A.13 which le urged mien their tut-
teut hitt by an atterney gym ral than on
one advaneml by tut unknown junior.
However, there the fact was, and they
han tfl ?flake thO best of it: and a pent
et their favor was that the ease, although
of a most remarkable nature Was com-
paratively simple, and did uot involve any
mat mass of documentary evideuce.
• • CHAPTER XIX.
IttESON T.% ADDISON AND exoewert.
The most wearisome times go by at last
if only one lives to see the end of them,
and eo it mono to pass that at length on
one fine morning about a quarter to 10 of
the law courts' clock, that projects its
ghastly hideousness upon unoffeufflog
Fleet street, Augusta, accompanied by
Eustace, Lady • Ilohnhurst and Mrs.
Thomas, the wife of Capt. Montag who
had come up from visiting her relietives in
the eastere counties in order to give evi-
dence, fennel herself Mending iii the big
entrance to the new law courts, feeltre as
though sho would give five years of her
life to be anywhere else.
"This way, my dear," raid Euatace.
I
"Mr. John Short ;aid that he weal niece
us by the statue in the hall." Accordingi
they pressed Into the archway by the
stand where the cause lists are displayed.
Aneust a glanced at them as she went, and
the tirst thing that her eyes fell on was:
"Probate teal Divorce divesion, court I.at I030, Meeson vs. Addison and an-
other, and the sight made her feel sick.
In another moment they had passed a
policeman of gigantic size, "monstrum
horreildenn, inferme ingens," who watches
and wards the Melee; doors through
whit-ti se much human :earning, wretched-
uen-e end worry pass day by day. anti were
deeding by the long but narrow and ill
proportioned ball which appears to have
been the best thing that the. architectural
teliont of the Nineteenth century was ca-
pableu of producing.
To the right of the door on entering is
S statue of the architect of a pile of which
Enelend has certainly no cause to feel
proud, and bore, a black lag full of papers
in his hand, stood Mr. John Short. wear-
ing that, air of excitement upon his coun-
teeeeee which is 1,0 commonly to be seen
in ti, law clurta.
"Here you, are," he said; "I was begin-
Zang te ktnatroid that You would be lute.
- 
IT-If 11 -r
IIIMNIMNIIIIgligll.g116%ve are. fleet on the Hat, you imowithe
judge fixed it specially to suit the convem
once of the attorney general. s OS
the other side, you know," he added, with
a silwls. sure I don't know how poor
James will get on. There are more than
twenty counsel against him, for all the
legatees under tee former will are repre-
sented. At any rate, he is well up in his
facts, and there does not seem to me to be
very much law in the case."
eleate w hile they had been meceeding up
the ling hall till they came to a poky lit-
tle staircase which had just been dug out
In the wall, the necessity for a staircase
at that end of the ball, whereby the court
floor could be reached, having, to all ap-
pearance. originally escaped the attention
of the architect. On getting to the top
of the staircase they turned to the left
and then to the left again. If they had
had any doubt as to which road they
should take it would have been speedily
decided by the long string of wigs which
were streaming away in the direction of
divorce court No. I. Thicker and thicker
grew the wigs: it was obvious that the
cause eelehre. of Meesen vs. Addison and
Another would not want for hearers. In-
deed. Augusta and her friends soon real-
ized the intensity of the public interest
In a way that was as Impressive as it was
dianonseeable. for just past the admiralty
court the passage was entirely blocked by
an enormous maas of barristers; there
might hue° been five hundred or more of
them. There they were, choked up to-
gether in their white wigged ranks, wait•
lag for the door of the court to be opened.
At present it was guarded by six or eight
attendants. who, with the help of a
wooden barrier, attempted to keep the
surging multitude e.t bay-while those be-
laud cried, "Forward!" and those In front
cried, "Back!"
"How on earth are we going to get
through?" r.sked Augusta, and at that
moment Mr. John Short caught hold of
an attendant who was struggling about
in the skirts of the crowd like a fly in a
cup of ten, and asked him the same ques-
tion, explaining that their presence was
necessary to the show.
"I'm bothered if I know, sir; you can't
come this way. I suppose I must let you
through by the- nnuerground passage
from the other court. Why," he went
on, as he led the way to the admiralty
court. "hang me, if I don't believe that
we shall all be crushed to deatla by them
there barristers. It would take &regiment
of cavalry to keep them back. And they
are a 'emery lot, they are, and they ain't
no work to do. and that's why they comes
kicking and tearing and worriting just to
see a Lit painting on a young lady's
shoulders."
By this time they had passed through
the admiralty court, which was not sit-
hog. and then conducted down a sort of
well that terminated l.a the space occie
pice by the judge's clerks and other
offieers of the court. In another minute
they found themselves emerging In a
similar space in the other court.
Before taking the seat that was pointed
out to her and the other witnesses in the
well of the court, immediately below
those reserved for queen's counsel. Au-
gusta glanced round. The body of the
court was as yet quite empty, for the
oothing mob outside had not yet burst
in. though their repeated shouts of "Open
the door!' could be plainly heard. The
jury lect was full. not with a jury, for the
Cticie WILS to toe tried by the court itself, but
of verious distinguisinei individuals, in-
cluding toveral ladies. who had obtained
orders. The little gallery shove was also
crowded with smart looking people. Aim
for thy seats devoted to counsel in the
cause, they were crammed to overflowing
with the representatives of the various
defend:Ines-so crammed, indeed, that the
wretched James Short, solo counsel for
the plaintiff. had to establish himself and
Lis papers in the center of the third bench
sometimes used by solicitors.
“IlettVelle.- said EUbtaCe to Augusta,
cot:ming the heads; "there are twenty-
three counsel against us. W'hat will that
unfertunate James do agoinet so many?"
don't know, l'ni sure," said Augusta,
with it sigh. "It doesn't seem quite fair,
dees it? But then, you see, there wets no
been hut k to) his brother. Augusta
Jus then John Short came up. Ile had
being a nevelne, und therefore a Kars-
etutlete of human physiegnmmy,
was engaged in ttiii(l. lug the leg0.1 types
heforeter. which stet found rewired them-
t elves into two cheeses-the sharp, keen
fared class und the 'solid, heavy jawed
cluss.
"%tile on earth ere they all?" she asked,
• •Oli , •• Ile said. • • t ha t 's the attorney
genegal. Ile appears with Fiddlestick,
Q. C., Pearl end Bean for the defendant
eddirwon. Next to him is the solicitor
general, who, with Hayford, Q. C., Mid-
dlestone, illoowharel and Ross, is for the
other defendant, ROW us'. Next to him la
Turphy, Q. C., with the spectacles on; he
is supposed to have a great effect mu 11,
jury. I don't know the name of his
junior, but he looks RS though he were
going to eat ene--doesn't he? He is for
mot if the legatees. That man behind is
Stiekon; he is for tone of the legatees also.
I suppose that ho finds probate and di.
Votes. un interceding subject. because he is
always writing Leeks about them. Next
to him le Howlett, who, my brether nays,
le the beet comic actor hi the court. The
short goot !entail in the middle is Telly; he
reports ter The Times. You see, as this
is mat important ease, he lige got beinebeely
to help hien take it-that long nisei with a
big wig. Ile, by the way, writes novels,
like you do, only pot half such good ones.
The next"-but oh thin moment Mr. John
Snort was interrupted by the approach of
a rather good looking man who wore an
eyeglass continually fixed in his right eye.
Tie was Mr. News, of the great firm of
News & News, who were conducting the
case on behalf of the defendants.
"Mr. Short. I believer said Mr. News,
contemplating his opponent's youthful
form with pity, not unmixed with coal.
Pas.:81i:n°en: :‘ Mr. Short, I have been consulting
uith niy clients, and-um, the attorney
and solicitor gencraltand Mr. Fiddleetiek,
and we are quite willing to admit that
there are circumstances of doubt in this
case which would justify US in making an
off.t...oBtoforosettIlemcaent.
enter into that, Mr.
News," said John, with great dignity. "I
must request the presence+ of my ouutusel."
-oh, certainly," said Mr. News, and
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Wan-anted V roles' more goods than any otherdyes seer made, and to glee MOM WM/AM anddonee' exam. Ask ter the Issassosa, and takeso other. *colors: re cents each. •
WELLS, R/CNAROSON CO., Surlsagton,
For Gilding or Broome( Peaty Arucles,
DIAMOND PAINTS.
Gold, Silver, Brows, Copper. Daly to Casts.
++++.11-1-144-t1,itt •Pild•1•44401•424.444.18Ti,, man who ma instated
So Rye dollars In • Rubber Coat, and
at his List had bossfs expenrnee in
a storm ewe to his swims" mat it is
h•rd.y a better prossetton Run • mos-
claim wetting, not tasy fee:. chagrined
at being so bury taken in. hot also
1..1.10 If to tio•-• MO( i,Ksa exactly Ills
Aga for the "' rusts BRAItS• &sects
is. es not have tlet rise 55550, send for descriptive
•1•4•4•44+.1.44 11111111
We offer the MIMI waists servies
foot sok ) garment Mat se=
nLOWEIL," • nom &oiler weary
et's"- kitty tat or the thelLonabsibil
the testy perfect ta and
tat a' iowees
am tt• e•her. If/ 11111141=eltsloyste. A ! T.e. 4t.., •.O181010• St,
A GREAT MURDER
ho ONE KILLED BET
rria.e• 131coartcsia *Store,
IS Pll'IMINEEING HIGH retecw.--Strillog she., right Red left Elistaile• thendow• to about win HALF- THEIS USUAL SIZE. There so great rosette, snore theleemp.e of Montgomery sad adjoisigg comities. Everybody Is surprised. Everybody Is&stoned/4st the way THE ItellisTON STONE I. cutting down Use priests ofgoods. Buy there uses east )nu will liu• tisere
Save Your Hard Earned Money_AN„ COME YOU YOUR--
DOT GOODS, CLOTHISG, ROOTS ADO SHOE.. RATS LISP CAPS, NO-TIONS, JE SW &MIT, ETC.
Fverythisr at prices never before offered in Clarktivilie All well selected goods. Best sadesesitrivslity, latest steles. Fresh from the New York market. Lome and tee for yogrialLDon't forret the place- settle's old stand.
Milee.ch.saci Ercencra. Dercsestic E5c. Z'or Yard!
BAYER, SA1EWITZ & COillIERT BR 1NDLC-, salesman I Frogrletore.
C..-:.arlrarvtile, Tenn-
1.4- II.1•Tis1aws.
Formerly of NELSON JESUP.
X% =1111,23.11137'.
Late of nishentY & BUSH.
1NT=1.-ISOINT =1.49..19INT="1"".
Tobacco and Grain Commission Merchant
RAILROAD AND ELEVENTH STREETS.
We give personal attention to Inspection and Sale of every Hogshead of Tobase-co consigned to us.
Liberal advancement made on Tobacco In store. All Tobacco insured at cost ofowner unlees written Instructions to the contrary.
THE LADIES
of Hopkiasville sad burro eliding county are respectfully invited to call atCHEERY WORDS. Thompson & Meador'sFor Ilsehosith CM se as of TylerCepossty tt•red by
Jolla M. Adam.. of tilts Fires
et McKay & Adams,
Droggi•t•.
I Mem, been a prsetiesi dm iggIst in
Ts ler tor a number of years, end in that
time have had °emission to examine, try.
and notice the e fleet Of loerely all the
11414 recommended preparations or
valeta medicines 011 the market, and as
I have suffered untold misery unseen
the past ',umber of yeer-, Mow a seveye
form t f lift emtuetory rhaumetione, and
vetted lind t ()thug to cure or relieve tue.
I hail almost 411.11Vill a VIM :Ite•iml tost all
patent metlielites a ere more or lees
frauds mall Mein one year ago, 1 was
Induced by a friend now living In Tyler
to try a preperation known as 3 B, or
Botanic Blood Retie meet after a long
persuasion on 1.15 psit I filially made up
my nand to in,. It-" ewe mere effort to rid
fumeelf of the terrible e Mellott ; and ir
how affords tue the greatest pleasure te
my life to a ate to tie citizen* of Smith
county that i en) entirely cured, with
no traces of the dioesee left, and all
effected by the magic healing properties
of B B. B , e hich 1 camisider time
gni neleat, pureit and moat powerful
blood remedy knewe to man. 1 lisve
been subject to lett eutru•tory atm' k•
einem ten years of age, amid up to the
present time have had four. The last
spell came on me iii November, 18.45,
ever
at y.ear a:Cm beil for °, at 
which
°1ine week*:co 
mussing the 'lights in misery, with no
sleep except alien produced by narcotics
amid venom' opiates. The week previous
(I tiaieg 11 B. B. up to that time I had
only eaten aiX meals. led could scarcely
ait up *Mitotic atippeort; but after tante
three bottles. I was able to relishotny
means and to walk up town, mid after
six bottles had been used, thank heaven,
I was entirely cured, and eet the slight-
eat pain felt since that time. When I
returned to Wetness in February, my
%eight was 145 poiteds, Mi grad all)
increased toitil inv regular weight was
sole BM:tilted, 210 pounde. The no-
ticeable tact in what I have an cheerfully
stated is, that title Unparalleled and re-
markable discovery, H. It. B., cured mile
iii inid-a beer, at the very time my suf
feringe aid misery were the greatest.
1 take' it ot myself as a practical drug-
gist to heartilv, cheerfully, as well aft
esmorientettisly reetenmeed this glut-hem
blued remedy to all • eferers of riteutea•
nt 
,




yself, but the tirm MeKny & Adams, I
aim lestene it, a ill cloorteny letterer
it-s teiperior merits JOHN M. Davis,
slid /delimit & A D•Mrl, 'I'yler, Texas..
All who desilre full information about
the ceuese and mire of Blood Peieons.
Serail's' mid Scranton,' See lenge,
Ulcers, Sores, Rheumatism, Kid ney
Comptalme. Catarrh. etc , eau secure
by mail, free, a copy of our 31 pee-
Illustreted Book sof W under'. Ailed
with the !rivet wonderful see pealing
preen ever before kroown, f t• ,




DR. J. L. DULIN„
Physiciap and Surgeon
01 VILA', with Dr. 11141.4), o‘er Planter a
titanic.
It0011 ̀es at Jolite N. Mob.
Br. T. fl BLAKEY,
in it.
gar .41••• Sib %l ate.
ATTelatle Mess.
5,150. FiLtati, it. J. STIT1111. .1e1O. FILAR!), ..11
HARDWARE STORE.
and-we the largest ant handeinneat *MA of clues ware ever Misplayed In the city. we esaDarold' uou tweet iful se pose. tea sets from $5 L. $l$ 00 100 pierces 1.1000111Let1 dieser sots from111 wars to.%Versa sell eon for the sow of III 00 a beautiful St plops Tot Set, Havitand &ess's. French china, worth no. t% e Are daily 'excising sew Mugger haagleg lamps winch areMelling nit pricsa ranging from 11 90 te 110 00. Remember vie will los glad I. have yea call, sadwill take great pleasere is showing our immense stock whetaer you Wish to purchase or not.Very Respectfully.
ompson & Meador.
We are Branching Out
lu our line of business continually asd intend to keep it up as long as then ',sissy noes for Iffl-
prOrelllerlt in any of alt our department* capable of insproSement. We aim to be at
The Top of the Tree,
were bouaii to get there if there is any virtue in honest method., fa' ellealigge and fair
price's. We have had such tine soirees in our betimes that we aow have another elegont store-
room. and have them both chocked full of Furniture of every ilewription We are sow prepared
I, All all order!, entreated to us, and will guarantee that our g suits and pr cal will c mpare with
Mote of so timey house is  county. We have
The Most Complete Line of Furniture
Ever (overfed In this city, and c•n cave you 10 per cent or snore on evt.ry un•ha-e. We ',tend
to show the people hitt what energy and enterprow can do.
Bound to Crowd Competitors Off Their Roost,
And give 'he people low s -ale prices with high g ate, oils. We have marked our
Fine Parlor and Chamber suits DOW1
So astonishingly low that every young man iant oil bachelor) in ibis state can get ma rind
'provided they can get wife, an I by buying their furniture from the Wall Street Yurn Lure
Palace of ours, Meath their retire bouts with elegant goods at a mere song Houteuiber that
we sell so goads tbat we are not willing to guarastee to give satisfectitai 15th in quality and
price. We also give a ticket in mir big drawing I r every .11,nlar spent with us. De Dot sleep
before you have been around and loOke t through the Wall street Furniture Palace and seen all
the !tooling nose'ties of the dn)
CI CLARE & Ca., Popriotor s,
"Murderers of High Prices.
Rooms No. 9 and 10 Ninth Street.
•
OffIce =Mar Paseestrer 7:)•pot. Ocretrct.isree Street+.
LAithsV '11.:N N.
H. H. AUEGNATIII GEO. C LONG.
.191.13erxiva,Cl13T cfiz I.A4=oxit
Successors to ABERNATHY & CO.
Feland, Stites St Feland, Central Tobacco WarehouseAttorneys-:-at-:-Law
Horst 1•1•%111.‘ Ky.
S. Wairos yeses. H. HILL.
FORGY & BELL,
No 220, on N ri It mole N nob Street, mit. swan's. (rem Depot
All mimeo) enneisfliell to tie 0iii r. et ice one piled-Mel Attention. lAttil Insampii tie mill oelling. Stables And quart. re for team,' a lei teamster..
--"•"miwoRIMINEN 
Caldwell & Randle,
Attorneys at Law tilvDe rpinwaro
u 0, ill UHOPIMNSVILLE, KY.Litt/





office over H. Frankel It Sons'.
Glassware Um) Goods
Cutleisr,
noofing,Gattoring and Outsideillork. •°-
Itei.tee to Neat,y and
SP=Cl2A.7_5T-17".
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